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About this manual
This manual is split into 5 chapters which are in turn split into separate sections. Each
chapter deals with a specific issue.

Chapter 1 - InstallationChapter 1 - InstallationChapter 1 - InstallationChapter 1 - InstallationChapter 1 - Installation

This chapter deals with the mounting, connection, wiring and setup procedures for
the Omni+ Module.

Chapter 2 - OperationChapter 2 - OperationChapter 2 - OperationChapter 2 - OperationChapter 2 - Operation

This chapter deals with the control and functionality of the Omni+ Module, with
reference to each input device specifically.

Chapter 3 - Electrical SpecificationsChapter 3 - Electrical SpecificationsChapter 3 - Electrical SpecificationsChapter 3 - Electrical SpecificationsChapter 3 - Electrical Specifications

Lists all the Electrical Specifications of the Omni+ Module.

Chapter 4 - Omni+ Default VChapter 4 - Omni+ Default VChapter 4 - Omni+ Default VChapter 4 - Omni+ Default VChapter 4 - Omni+ Default Valuesaluesaluesaluesalues

List the parameters settings installed during manufacture.

Chapter 5 - WChapter 5 - WChapter 5 - WChapter 5 - WChapter 5 - Warning Summararning Summararning Summararning Summararning Summaryyyyy

Lists all the Warnings used within the manual.

ICONS
PG Drives Technology will be abbreviated to PGDT throughout the manual.

Throughout the manual icons are used to draw the reader’s attention.

The icons used are:

Note - A general point for best practice.

Caution - A point of safety which if ignored could result in
damage to the control system or the vehicle.

Warning - A point of safety which if ignored could cause
injury to the individual.
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1 Introduction
The Omni+ Module is a universal specialty controls interface which accepts signals
from many different types of input devices and translates them into commands
compatible with the PG Drives Technology Pilot+ control system.

The diagram on the following pages shows the Omni+ controls and connections. Full
electrical specifications are given in Appendix A Electrical Specifications.

This document must be read and understood by the healthcare professional who is
installing and configuring the Omni+ Module. If you are in any doubt contact PG
Drives Technology.  The Pilot+ Operating and Installation guide and the relevant input
device installation instructions should also be read.

Omni+ Module installation and configuration and Pilot+
control system programming should only be conducted by
healthcare professionals with in-depth knowledge of PG Drives
Technology electronics systems and specialty input devices.
Incorrect installation, configuration or programming could
result in an unsafe set-up of the wheelchair for the user. PG
Drives Technology accept no liability for losses of any kind
which result from such conditions.
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2 Controls and Connections
Refer to the Omni+ Controls and Connections diagram below, and in Section 5.

OMNI+ CONTROLS & CONNECTIONS

MODE SELECT

BATTERY

DRIVE

PROFILE 3:              SPEED 5 

Charger / Programmer
Connector
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2.1 LCD Screen

A 20 character, 4 line, backlit LCD screen which displays Omni+ configuration and
operating information to the installer and user. Details of actual displays are given
throughout this document.

If the Omni+ Module is not operated for 3 minutes, the LCD backlight will extinguish.
Any subsequent operation will re-illuminate the backlight.

2.2 On/Off button

The On/Off button provides a complete power down of the control system electronics.
In addition to the button mounted on the front panel of the Omni+ Module, there is
facility for an optional externally mounted switch which can be operated by the user,
refer to section 2.9.

2.3 Mode button

The Mode button is used to configure the Omni+ Module, detailed instructions are
given in the relevant section of this document. For the convenience of installers or
carers, the button  provides an identical function to the user operated Mode/Stop
switch, refer to section 2.8.

2.4 Select button

The Select button is used to configure the Omni+ Module, detailed instructions are
given in the relevant section of this document.

2.5 Charger/Programmer connector

This 3 pin socket is used to charge the wheelchair batteries, program the Pilot+ Power
Module (Refer to section 8) and lock the wheelchair (Refer to Chapter 2, section 3.3).

BATTERY

DRIVE

PROFILE 3:              SPEED 5 

MODE

SELECT
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For details of battery charging, refer to the Pilot+ Operating and Installation guide. For
a full electrical specification of the connector, refer to Chapter 3.

2.6 Communications connector

This connector links the Omni+ Module to the Pilot+ Power Module via the cable
supplied with the Power Module. No other connections should be made.

2.7 9-way D type input device connector

This provides connections to analogue or digital input devices. The signals are treated
as digital or analogue depending on the Omni+ input device configuration, refer to
sections 6.1 to 6.4. There is also a facility to detect if a mating connector is in place;
and provision of a low current 12V supply. Refer to Chapter 3 for full details and electrical
specifications

2.8 Mode/Stop switch input

This is a 3.5mm/1/8" jack socket which provides connection to the user operated Mode/
Stop switch. Full details of Mode/Stop switches and their operation are given in sections
6.1 to 6.6.  There is also facility to detect if the mating jack plug is in place. Refer to
Chapter 3 for full details and electrical specifications

2.9 External On/Off switch input

This is a 3.5mm/1/8" jack socket which provides connection to a user operated On/Off
switch. This connection is optional and the Omni+ Module will function normally without
it.

2.10 Sip and Puff input

This input will accept a 3.5mm/1/8" pipe connected to a  Sip and Puff mouthpiece.
For full specification refer to Chapter 3.
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3 Installation and Set-up
The Omni+ Module can be used with many different types of specialist input devices
and then in various modes of operation, e.g. driving, latched driving, seat adjustment
etc. The Omni+ Module must be configured to meet the individual requirements of
the wheelchair user.  Below is a suggested installation and set-up sequence:

• Assess user’s needs and select relevant input device.

• Install Omni+ Module onto wheelchair.

• Install input device onto wheelchair.

• Configure Omni+ Module for the input device.

• Program Pilot+ control system to suit user.

• Configure Omni+ Module to suit user.

This chapter is laid out as above and it is recommended that the sequence is adhered
to.

4 Assessing the User’s Needs

This should only be conducted by a healthcare professional.
PG Drives Technology accept no liability for losses of any
kind resulting in an incorrect assessment of a user’s abilities.

4.1 Selecting the Input Device

Selection of the input device for the user is not covered in this document. It is the
responsibility of a healthcare professional to asses the needs of the wheelchair user
and to select a suitable input device. It is the responsibility of the individual who is
installing the input device and Omni+ Module to make sure the two are compatible
with each other and the wheelchair on which they will be used. If you are in any
doubt contact the input device manufacturer, the wheelchair manufacturer and/or
PG Drives Technology.

Your wheelchair manufacturer or mobility dealer will be able to advise of the available
input devices for a particular wheelchair model. It may also be useful to refer to
section 6.
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5 Installing the Omni+ Module
The Omni+ Module should be fitted to the wheelchair using the brackets supplied
by the wheelchair manufacturer. If suitable bracketry is not available, the diagram
below can be used to design your own.

Take care not to over-tighten the fixing screws.

The module should be fitted in a position which is suitable for the wheelchair user. It
is particularly important to ensure the module’s screen is clearly visible.

Refer to the diagram below for the input device connection details. Make sure that
all input device connections to the Omni+ Module are securely mated. Ensure the
6 way cable to the Pilot+ Power Module is correctly mated by pushing the connector’s
outer sleeve until it is fully in position.

OMNI+ MODULE RECESS

29.5mm 1.16"

2
9

.5
m

m
 1

.1
6

"

1
6

m
m

 
0

.6
3

"
1

0
m

m
 

0
.3

9
"

18.5mm 0.72"

THREADED INSERT
3-OFF M5x10

=  =

=  =
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The mating 9-way D type connector (socket) should always
be fitted with gold contacts and a suitable backshell with
locking screws. These locking screws should be used to
mechanically hold the connector firmly in place.

All connections to the Omni+ Module should be passed through the supplied rubber
boot. The rubber boot should then be pushed over the lip on the underside of the
module.

The rubber boot should be used at all times.

Route and secure all cables and tubes in such a way as to prevent damage by
crushing, cutting or snagging.

OMNI+ MODULE CONNECTIONS

BOTTOM VIEW

9-Way D Type Input
Device Connector

Communications
Connector

Mode / Stop
Switch Input

External On / Off
Switch Input

Sip and Puff Input
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6 Installing the Input Device onto the Wheelchair
The input device should be fitted to the wheelchair in accordance with the instructions
of both the input device and wheelchair manufacturers.

PG Drives Technology accept no liability for losses of any
kind resulting from an incorrect installation of an input device.

The Omni+ Module defines an input device as being one of six different types:

1. Joystick and  Mode/Stop switch

2. Five switch and Mode/Stop switch

3. Three axis proportional and Mode/Stop switch

4. Three axis switch and Mode/Stop switch

5. Sip and Puff input and Mode/Stop switch

6. Single switch scanner

Because of the wide variety of input devices available and the constantly changing
specifications, it is not practical to provide a definitive list of input device classifications
in this manual. Instead, the healthcare professional may have to contact the input
device manufacturer, the wheelchair manufacturer and/or PG Drives Technology to
determine the exact classification of the chosen input device. Further details on each
input device type is given in the following sections. Refer also to the connections
diagram in section 2.

In addition to the input devices for controlling the wheelchair functions, the Omni+
Module also has facility for the connection of a user operated On/Off switch. The function
of this switch is identical to the ON/Off button on the Omni+ Module itself.

Full electrical specifications for the input devices and On/Off switch are given in Chapter
3.

6.1 Joystick and Mode/Stop switch

Typical application are chin control, foot control or heavy/light operating force joysticks.

The device comprises of a PG Drives Technology or Flightlink type inductive joystick
connected to the Omni+ Module via the 9-way D-type connector. In addition a Mode/
Stop switch is required and connects to the Omni+ Module via the a 3.5mm/1/8" jack
socket.

The mating 9-way D type connector (socket) should always
be fitted with gold contacts and a suitable backshell with
locking screws. These locking screws should be used to
mechanically hold the connector firmly in place.

For a truly fail-safe system a normally closed Mode/Stop switch is recommended. This
ensures that if the switch becomes accidentally disconnected the wheelchair will
default to a stopped condition. It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module to function
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with normally open switch types, refer to section 9.1.2.1 for details. PG Drives
Technology recommend that, whenever possible, a normally closed switch should
be used. If a normally open switch is used the responsibility for that decision lies with
the healthcare professional.

6.1.1 Joystick calibration

Each time a new joystick type input device is connected to the Omni+ Module, the
system should be calibrated. To enter joystick calibration mode, switch the Omni+
Module on while depressing the Select button. After the normal power-up message,
the joystick calibration screen will be entered. At this point simply follow the instructions
on the screen and depress the Select button to accept the instruction.

Example:  The first instruction is to center the joystick. The screen will appear as below.

Ensure the joystick is in the center position then depress the Select button. The next
instruction will appear as shown on the screen below.

Center Joystick

ok

Push Joystick F'ward

ok

Deflect the joystick to the full forward position, hold it there and depress the Select
button. The next instruction will appear etc.

6.2 Five switch and Mode/Stop switch

Typical applications are Tash Penta switches or Buddy Buttons, or products from ASL
and Switch-it.

The device comprises of 4 direction switches and one Mode/Stop switch connected
to the Omni+ Module via the 9-way D-type connector. In addition a Mode/Stop switch
should be connected to the Omni+ Module via the 3.5mm/1/8" jack socket. This switch,
although functionally identical to the fifth switch input on the 9-way D-type connector
is required to provide a fail-safe emergency stop system.

The mating 9-way D type connector (socket) should always
be fitted with gold contacts and a suitable backshell with
locking screws. These locking screws should be used to
mechanically hold the connector firmly in place.

For a truly fail-safe system a normally closed Mode/Stop switch is recommended. This
ensures that, if the switch becomes accidentally disconnected the wheelchair will
default to a stopped condition. It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module to function
with normally open switch types or no Mode/Stop switch connected, refer to sections
9.1.2.1 and 9.1.2.2 for details. PG Drives Technology recommend that, whenever
possible, a normally closed switch should be used. If a normally open switch or no
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Mode/Stop switch is used the responsibility for that decision lies with the healthcare
professional.

6.3 Three axis proportional and Mode/Stop switch

Typical applications are head control mechanisms fitted with a joystick.

The device comprises of a PG Drives Technology or Flightlink type inductive joystick
connected to the Omni+ Module via the 9-way D-type connector. In addition a Mode/
Stop switch is required and connects to the Omni+ Module via the a 3.5mm/1/8" jack
socket.

The mating 9-way D type connector (socket) should always
be fitted with gold contacts and a suitable backshell with
locking screws. These locking screws should be used to
mechanically hold the connector firmly in place.

For a truly fail-safe system a normally closed Mode/Stop switch is recommended. This
ensures that, if the switch becomes accidentally disconnected the wheelchair will
default to a stopped condition. It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module to function
with normally open switch types, refer to section 9.1.2.1 for details. PG Drives Technology
recommend that, whenever possible, a normally closed switch should be used. If a
normally open switch is used the responsibility for that decision lies with the healthcare
professional.

6.3.1 Joystick calibration

Refer to section 6.1.1.

6.4 Three axis switch and Mode/Stop switch

Typical applications are head control systems.

The device comprises of three direction switches connected to the Omni+ Module
via the 9-way D-type connector, and a Mode/Stop switch connected via the 3.5mm
jack socket.

The mating 9-way D type connector (socket) should always
be fitted with gold contacts and a suitable backshell with
locking screws. These locking screws should be used to
mechanically hold the connector firmly in place.

For a truly fail-safe system a normally closed Mode/Stop switch is recommended. This
ensures that, if the switch becomes accidentally disconnected the wheelchair will
default to a stopped condition. It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module to function
with normally open switch types, refer to section 9.1.2.1 for details. PG Drives Technology
recommend that, whenever possible, a normally closed switch should be used. If a
normally open switch is used the responsibility for that decision lies with the healthcare
professional.

6.5 Single Switch Scanner

A single Mode/Stop switch is connected to the Omni+ Module via the 3.5mm/1/8"
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jack socket.

For a truly fail-safe system a normally closed Mode/Stop switch is recommended. This
ensures that, if the switch becomes accidentally disconnected the wheelchair will
default to a stopped condition. It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module to function
with normally open switch types, refer to section 9.1.2.1 for details. PG Drives Technology
recommend that, whenever possible, a normally closed switch should be used. If a
normally open switch is used the responsibility for that decision lies with the healthcare
professional.

6.5.1 Programming the scan rate

If the Omni+ Module is configured to a single switch scanner input device, then the
scan rate can be programmed to suit the user. The programming screen is
automatically entered when the scanner input device option is selected, refer to section
7. The screen will appear as below.

Scanner

Scan Speed
Exit

0.5s

 Depressing the Select button will change the scan rate. The adjustment range is
0.25s to 4.75s in steps of 0.25s. To accept the displayed scan rate, depress the
Mode button so that EXIT is highlighted, than depress the Select button.

6.6 Sip and Puff + Mode/Stop switch

A sip and puff mouthpiece is connected to the Omni+ Module via the pneumatic
input. In addition a Mode/Stop switch that can be operated by the user should be
connected to the Omni+ Module via the 3.5mm/1/8" jack socket. This switch is required
to provide a fail-safe emergency stop system.

For a truly fail-safe system a normally closed Mode/Stop switch is recommended. This
ensures that, if the switch becomes accidentally disconnected the wheelchair will
default to a stopped condition. It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module to function
with normally open switch types, refer to section 9.1.2.1 for details. PG Drives Technology
recommend that, whenever possible, a normally closed switch should be used. If a
normally open switch is used the responsibility for that decision lies with the healthcare
professional.

6.6.1 Sip and Puff calibration

When the Omni+ Module is configured to accept a Sip and Puff type input device,
Sip and Puff calibration mode will automatically be entered, refer to section 7. This
code allows the hard and soft sip and puff levels to be set for individual users. When
the mode is entered, the screen will appear as below.

Hard Puff

ok
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A hard puff should now be made by the user. The barograph will indicate the
maximum pressure recorded. Repeat this twice to ensure  the user can achieve the
pressure each time, then store the value by depressing the Select button.

The screen will change and prompt you to make a soft puff. Make the soft puff and
record the value by depressing the Select button.

The screen will change and prompt you to make a hard sip. Follow the same procedure
as for a hard puff and record the pressure by depressing the Select button.

The screen will change and prompt you to make a soft sip. Make the soft sip and
record the value by depressing the Select button.

The screen will now prompt you to switch the Omni+ Module off and on again. The
calibration data is now stored.
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7 Configuring the Omni+ Module for the Input
Device

Ensure all the necessary input device and Pilot+ connections are made to the Omni+
Module, then switch on the Omni+ Module with the On/Off button. A brief power-up
message will appear on the screen as shown below.

Screen area 1 shows the currently selected input device.

Screen area 2 shows the current Mode/Stop switch configuration (normally
open or normally closed), refer to section 9.1.2.1.

Depending on the type of input device connected and the current Omni+ Module
configuration, either drive mode or a fault mode will be entered. Regardless of which
mode is entered, depress the Select button and keep it pressed, then simultaneously
depress the Mode button for a further 3 seconds, configuration mode will then be
entered. The screen will appear as below.

Depress the Select button to enter the input device selection menu and the screen
as below will appear.

Imput Device
Configuration
Latched

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Joystick
5 Switch
3 Axis Prop

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Accept
Cancel

Joystick

Depress the Mode button until the required input device is highlighted, then depress
the Select button. If we assume Joystick as the example, then the screen as below
will appear

To select Joystick as the required input device, depress the Mode button while Accept
is highlighted; then, as instructed, switch the Omni+ Module off and then on again,
the new input device will now be selected. To remain with Joystick as the selected

Version X.XX
Joystick                          n.c.

OMNI+

1 2
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input device, depress the Mode button to highlight Cancel then depress the Select
button.

Whenever a new input device type is selected, some of the Omni+ configuration
parameters will be automatically set to suitable values to start a user assessment.
These values have been carefully selected to give a safe and comfortable starting
point for Omni+ configuration when input devices are changed. For details of these
default values, refer to Chapter 4.
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8 Programming the Pilot+ Control System to Suit
the User

Programming should only be conducted by healthcare
professionals with in-depth knowledge of PG Drives
Technology electronic control systems. Incorrect
programming could result in an unsafe set-up of a wheelchair
for a user. PG Drives Technology accept no liability for
losses of any kind if the programming of the control system
is altered from the factory pre-set values.

Now that the Omni+ Module has been configured to suit the input device, the
wheelchair ’s drive performance must be programmed to suit the individual user. By
using a PP1a (or equivalent) programmer, the wheelchair’s speeds, acceleration
rates and braking rates can be adjusted to meet exact requirements. Refer to the
user guide for the programmer you are using for further details of the available
adjustments.

Before test driving the system ensure there is sufficient space in which to drive the
wheelchair, and that you and the user understand how to stop the wheelchair quickly.

Firstly, refer to the operating instructions (chapter 2 sections 6 to 11) for the type of
input device in use. Ensure that the user fully understands each input device
command. It is advisable to initially select the lowest speed setting and allow the user
to become familiar with the controls before increasing the setting.

To program, connect the programmer into the Omni+ Module’s charger socket then
follow the instruction in the programmer’s documentation. Select values which are
comfortable and safe for the wheelchair user.

It is the responsibility of the healthcare professional to ensure
these values are comfortable and safe. PG Drives Technology
accept no liability for any losses resulting from unsuitable
values.

8.1 Drive Profiles

A drive profile is a set of programmable drive parameters which can be selected by
the user to best suit the environment in which the wheelchair is being operated. For
example, it may be appropriate to have two drive profiles – one for indoor driving
and one for outdoor driving. Additionally, different drive profiles can be used to allow
users to easily change between momentary and latched driving, refer to section
9.1.3.1. The Pilot+ control system can be programmed to support between 1 and 5
drive profiles, refer to section 8.1.1. for details of how to do this. Each drive profile contains
the following parameters:

Acceleration

Deceleration

Turn Acceleration
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Turn Deceleration

Forward Speed max.

Forward Speed min.

Reverse Speed max.

Reverse Speed min.

Turning Speed max.

Turning Speed min.

Power

Each of the above parameters can be individually set within the available profiles.

8.1.1 Programming drive profiles

A PP1b or equivalent programmer is needed to set the number of drive profiles. The
options are zero to 5.

If the option is set to zero, there will be just one available drive profile but no profile
details will be displayed on the screen.

If the option is set to 1, there will also just be one available drive profile but profile
information will appear on the screen.

If the option is set to 2,3,4 or 5, there will be a corresponding number of available
drive profiles.

The options are set by programming the Profiles parameter with a PP1a Programmer.
Refer to the PP1a Programmer documentation for details. The parameter within each
profile can then be adjusted as desired.
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9 Configuring the Omni+ Module to Suit the User
At this stage it is assumed the Omni+ Module has been configured for the input
device and the Pilot+ Power Module has been programmed with the correct
wheelchair drive characteristics for the user. The Omni+ Module should now be
configured in more detail to ensure it is comfortable and safe for the individual user’s
requirements and abilities.

PG Drives Technology accept no liability for any losses arising
from incorrect configuration of the Omni+ Module for a
particular user’s abilities.

At this point it is recommended that the section from Chapter 2 describing the operation
of the Omni+ Module with the chosen input device is read and understood.

Omni+ Module configuration is a simple and easy task to perform. No specialist
equipment is required as all configuration is performed via the Mode and Select
buttons on the module itself. The Mode button highlights the different menu options
whereas the Select key enters those options and/or changes settings. The configurable
options are organized into a menu structure as shown on the following page.
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OMNI+ CONFIGURATION MENU

Input Device Joystick5

Switch

3 Axis Prop

3 Axis Switch

Scanner

Sip-Puff

Exit

Configuration 1 Mode/Stop Switch

Speed Adjust

Sw. Detect

9-way Detect

Switch Long

Double Click

Sleep 12V

ACM Channels

Exit

Configuration 2 Time-Out

Latched Drive Profiles

Actuators

ACM Ch.1

ACM Ch.2

Time-Out

Exit

Axes Fwd/Rev

Left/Right

Swap

Actuators

Exit

Display

Exit

Backlight

Contrast

Exit

Bleep Mode Change

Time-out

Reverse

Exit

Prof. 1

Prof. 2

Prof. 3

Prof. 4

Prof. 5

Exit
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9.1 Entering configuration mode

With the Omni+ Module switched on, depress the Select button and keep it pressed,
then simultaneously depress the Mode button for a further 3 seconds, the screen as
below will appear.

Imput Device
Configuration
Latched
Axes
Bleep
Display
Exit

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

The flashing arrows indicate which menu option is highlighted. To change the
highlighted option, depress the Mode button and the screen will scroll upwards to
and highlight the next option. To select the highlighted option, depress the Select
button.

The effect of each menu option is described in the following sections.

9.1.1 Input Device

This configures the Omni+ Module to operate with different types of input devices.
Refer to sections 6.1 to 6.6.

9.1.2 Configuration 1

This menu area contains general configuration parameters. The screen as below will
appear.

9.1.2.1 Mode/Stop Switch

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted will allow you to select the
type of Mode/Stop  switch that the Omni+ Module will expect, a screen such as below
will appear. The settings are Normally Closed or Normally Open. Note, the current Mode/
Stop switch setting is displayed during the power-up message, refer to section 7.

NORMALLY CLOSED

CHANGE
EXIT

Mode/Stop Switch
Speed Adjust
Sw. Detect
p-way Detect
Switch Long
Double Click
Sleep 12V
ACM Channels
Exit

yes
on
off

1.00 
0.25 

on 
0

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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Depressing the Select button while Change is highlighted will change the setting.
Depressing the Select button while Exit is highlighted will store the displayed setting.

For a truly fail-safe system a normally closed Mode/Stop
switch is recommended. This ensures that, if the switch
becomes accidentally disconnected the wheelchair will default
to a stopped condition. It is possible to configure the Omni+
Module to function with normally open switch types, refer to
section 9.1.2.1 for details. PG Drives Technology recommend
that, whenever possible, a normally closed switch should be
used. If a normally open switch is used the responsibility for
that decision lies with the healthcare professional.

9.1.2.2 Speed Adjust

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted configures the Omni+ as
to whether speed adjust mode is accessible. The settings are yes yes yes yes yes and nonononono.

Yes Means that speed adjust mode is entered as described in the
manual for the relevant input device.

No Means speed adjust mode is never entered, instead actuator
mode is entered directly. This is for applications where easier
access to actuator mode is required. The speed adjust function
can be substituted by programming the Pilot+ Control System to
operate with multiple drive profiles, Refer to section 8.1.

The modes screen can be accessed by selecting EXIT in actuators mode.

9.1.2.3 Switch Detect

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted will instruct the Omni+
Module how to behave if it detects the Mode/Stop switch has become disconnected.
The settings are on, off and limp.....

On Means the Omni+ Module will trip and prevent driving if the
Mode/Stop switch becomes disconnected.

Off Means the Omni+ Module will try and operate normally even
though the Mode/Stop switch is disconnected.

Limp Means the Omni+ Module will allow driving operation but at a
reduced speed, there will also be visual and audible warnings.

Because a disconnected Mode/Stop switch means there is
no emergency stop function, PG Drives Technology recommend
this option is always set to on. PG Drives Technology will
accept no liability for any losses resulting from this option
being set to off or limp.

9.1.2.49-way Detect

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted will instruct the Omni+
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Module whether to look for the presence of a “detect link” in the input device which
is connected to the 9-way D-type connector. The purpose of the “detect link” is to
enable the Omni+ Module to detect if an input device is connected or not, this
information offers increased system safety and useful diagnostic messages to be
displayed. The settings are on and off.

On Means that a link will be looked for.

Off Means that a link will not be looked for.

For electrical details of the “detect link” refer to Chapter 3.

9.1.2.5 Switch Long

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted sets the minimum time
the Mode/Stop switch must be operated for the command to be interpreted as a
long operation, thereby putting the Omni+ Module to sleep. The adjustment range is
0.5 to 2.0 seconds.

9.1.2.6Double Click

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted adjusts the timing of the
double Mode/Stop switch operations when the Omni+ is being used with a 3-axis
input device. The diagram below explains the timing.

MODE MODE

1

0ms 200ms

2 3 4

11111 Moment at which Mode/Stop switch is first depressed.

22222 “Dead period” of 200mS during which no Mode/Stop switch depressions can
be detected.

33333 Period during which second depression of Mode/Stop switch can be detected.
This is the programmable time     Double Click.....

4 Moment at which single or double click decision made, i.e. no Mode/Stop
switch depression seen then single operation assumed; if Mode/Stop switch
depression seen then double operation assumed.

The adjustment range is 0.25 to 2.5 seconds.

9.1.2.7 Sleep 12V

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted configures the Omni+
Module as to whether the 12V supply on the 9-way D-type connector is present when
the module is “asleep”. The settings are On and Off.

On Means the 12V supply will always be present. This should be set
if the input device requires a 12V supply to “wake up” the
Omni+ Module.

Off Means the 12V supply will be removed when the Omni+ Module
is “asleep”. This can be set to reduce control system power
consumption.
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9.1.2.8ACM Channels

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted configures the Omni+
Module to support the relevant number of Auxiliary Control Module (ACM) channels.
The settings are 0, 1, and 2.

0 Means no ACM facility is supported by the Omni+ Module, i.e.
no ACM options appear on the Modes screen (Refer to Chapter 2
section 4), thereby simplifying Omni+ operation if ACMs are not
used.

1 Means one ACM channel is supported by the Omni+ Module,
i.e. only one ACM option appears on the Modes screen (Refer to
Chapter 2 section 4).

2 Means two ACM channels are supported by the Omni+ Module,
i.e. only both ACM option appear on the Modes screen (Refer to
Chapter 2 section 4 ).

9.1.3 Configuration 2

This menu area contains more general configuration parameters. The screen as below
will appear.

Time-out Off
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

ACTUATORS
PROFILES
LIGHTS
ACM CHANNEL 1
ACM CHANNEL 2
SLEEP
DRIVE

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

9.1.3.1 Time-out

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted configures the Omni+ to
operate in an automatic time-out to standby mode. The settings are Off or 3s to 60s
in steps of 3 seconds.

Off means that Omni+ operating mode changes are effected as described in
chapter 2 sections 6 to 11.

Selecting a value other than off means the Omni+ operates as followed.

After power-up the Omni+ will enter drive mode and the input device can be used
to drive in the normal way. When the input device is returned to the neutral position,
then after the period of time set by this parameter, a screen such as below will
appear.

Forward or reverse input device deflections will scroll the screen up and down to
highlight different modes. Left or right deflections will adjust the displayed value or
enter the mode. If sleep mode is entered, a screen as below will appear.
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This screen indicates the Omni+ is now asleep. To wake the Omni+, the following
input device operation should be followed – left, right, left, right. Upon each input
device activation, a square will be illuminated. When all 4 all illuminated, the Omni+
will re-enter drive mode. If the sequence is not completed in 5 seconds, the Omni+
will go back to sleep.

9.1.4 Latched

This menu area contains configuration parameters related to latched operation of
the Omni+ Module. The screen as below will appear. For details of latched operation,
refer to Chapter 2 section 5.

9.1.4.1 Drive Profiles

If the Pilot+ Power Module is programmed for just one drive profile (refer to section 8.1),
then the screen will read Drive in this position and depressing the Select  button will
change the setting.

If the Pilot+ Power Module is programmed for multiple drive profiles (refer to section
8.1), then the screen will read Drive Profiles in this position. Depressing the Select button
while this option is highlighted will enter a screen as below.

Depressing the Mode button will highlight the next profile. Depressing the Select button
will change the setting for the highlighted profile. The settings are no, step, cruise, step/
rev and cruise/rev.

Drive Profiles
Actuators
ACM Ch. 1
ACM Ch. 2
Time Out
Exit

no
no 
no 
off 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Prof. 1
Prof. 2
Prof. 3
Prof. 4
Prof. 5
Exit

no
step

cruise 
step/rev 

cruise/rev 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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No Means momentary operation is selected.

Step Means step latched operation in the forward direction only is
selected.

Cruise Means that cruise latched operation in the forward direction
only is selected.

Step/rev Means that step latched operation in forward and reverse is
selected.

Cruise/rev Means that cruise latched operation in forward and reverse is
selected.

9.1.4.2Actuators

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted configures the Omni+
Module for momentary or latched actuator operation. The settings are yes and no.

Yes Means latched actuator operation is selected.

No Means momentary actuator operation is selected.

9.1.4.3ACM Channel 1

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted sets the method of ACM
Channel 1 operation. The settings are no, yes and comms. For details of ACM
operation, refer to the relevant sections in chapter 2 for the input device you are using.

No Means momentary ACM Channel 1 operation is selected.

Yes Means latched ACM Channel 1 operation is selected.

Comms Means communications ACM Channel 1 operation is selected.

9.1.4.4ACM Channel 2

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted sets the method of ACM
Channel 2 operation. The settings are no, yes and comms. For details of ACM
operation, refer to the relevant sections in chapter 2 for the input device you are using.

No Means momentary ACM Channel 2 operation is selected.

Yes Means latched ACM Channel 2 operation is selected.

Comms Means communications ACM Channel 2 operation is selected.

9.1.4.5Time-out

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted changes the time-out
setting for latched operation. Refer to chapter 2 section 5.5 for details of the time-out
function. The settings are off or times between 5 and 30 seconds.

Off Means there is no time-out function.

PGDT accept no responsibility for any losses resulting from
the time-out function not being used or being set to a value
which is too high.
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9.1.5 Axes

This menu area contains parameters associated with the changing of input device
orientation, The screen as below will appear.

Throughout the remainder of this section, a joystick has been assumed as the input
device. However, the same logic can be applied to any of the other input devices,
excepting single switch scanner.

9.1.5.1 Fwd/Rev

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted will configure the Omni+
Module such that  the joystick forward and reverse operation is swapped. There are
two settings, normal and invert.

Normal Means the joystick operates normally.

Invert Means the joystick’s forward and reverse operation is swapped:
i.e. deflecting the joystick forwards results in reverse drive and
vice-versa.

This option may also be affected by the Left/Right and Swap settings, refer to section
9.1.5.4 for more details.

9.1.5.2 Left/Right

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted will configure the Omni+
Module such that the joystick left and right operation is swapped. There are two settings,
normal and invert.

Normal Means the joystick operates normally.

Invert Means the joystick’s left and right operation is swapped: i.e.
deflecting the joystick left results in a right turn and vice-versa.

This option may also be affected by the Fwd/Rev and Swap settings, refer to section
9.1.5.4 for more details.

9.1.5.3 Swap

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted will configure the Omni+
Module to swap the joystick’s forward/reverse axis with the left/right axis. There are two
settings,  yes and no.

Yes means the joystick operates normally.

No means the joystick’s forward/reverse axis is swapped with the left/right axis: e.g.
deflecting the joystick left results in forwards drive. Refer to the table in section 9.1.5.4
for more details.

This option may also be affected by the Fwd/Rev and Left/Right settings, refer to section

Fwd/Rev
Left/Right
Swao
Actuators
Exit

normal
normal

no
normal

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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9.1.5.4 for more details.

9.1.5.4Combinations of Settings

There is interaction between the above three options and the best way to summarize
this is in the form of a table. The three left hand columns show the configuration options,
the four right hand columns show the resulting joystick operation with respect to normal
joystick orientation.

Swap Left/Right Fwd/Rev Normal
Forward

Normal
Reverse

Normal
Left

Normal
Right

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

Normal

Normal

Invert

Invert

Normal

Normal

Invert

Invert

normal

invert

normal

invert

normal

invert

normal

invert

Forward

Reverse

Forward

Reverse

Left

Left

Right

Right

Reverse

Forward

Reverse

Forward

Right

Right

Left

Left

Left

Left

Right

Right

Forward

Reverse

Forward

Reverse

Right

Right

Left

Left

Reverse

Forward

Reverse

Forward

9.1.5.5Actuators

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted will configure the Omni+
Module to swap the joystick forward/reverse axis and the left/right axis for actuator
control only. This is particularly useful for actuator control with a 3-axis input device.
There are four settings, normal, swap, L/R and R/L.

Normal Means that forward/reverse joystick operation will move an
actuator and left/right joystick operation will select an actuator
for movement.

Swap Means that forward/reverse joystick operation will select an
actuator for movement and left/right joystick operation will move
an actuator.

L/R Means left joystick operations will select an actuator and right
joystick operations will move an actuator. Actuator direction can
be toggled via a short right joystick operation.

R/L Means right joystick operations will select an actuator and left
joystick operations will move an actuator. Actuator direction can
be toggled via a short left joystick operation.

9.1.6 Bleep

This menu area contains parameters associated with the control of the bleeper inside
the Omni+ Module. The screen will appear as below.
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9.1.6.1 Mode Change

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted will configure the Omni+
Module to bleep each time the Mode button is depressed and the Mode/Stop switch
is operated. There are two settings, yes and no.

Yes Means the bleeper will sound as described above.

No Means the bleeper will not sound.

9.1.6.2Time-out

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted will configure the Omni+
Module to bleep whenever a time-out period is approached in latched operation.
Refer to chapter 2 section 5.5 for further details. There are two settings, yes and no.

Yes Means the bleeper will sound as described above.

No Means the bleeper will not sound.

9.1.6.3Reverse

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted will configure the Omni+
Module to bleep whenever it is driving the wheelchair in reverse. There are two settings,
yes and no.

Yes Means the bleeper will sound as described above.

No Means the bleeper will not sound.

9.1.7 Display

This menu area contains parameters associated with the control of the Omni+
Module’s LCD screen. The screen will appear as below.

Mode Change
Time-out
Reverse
Exit

yes
yes
no

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Backlight
Contrast
Exit

on

9.1.7.1 Backlight

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted will switch the backlight on
or off. The backlight status is displayed to the right, i.e. on or off.

9.1.7.2Contrast

Depressing the Select button while this option is highlighted will alter the contrast of
the LCD screen. An indication of the contrast setting is given by an 8 segment
barograph
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10 Error Messages
Error messages are displayed in two formats – the first format indicates Pilot+ control
system and internal Omni+ errors, the second format indicates Mode/Stop switch
and input device errors.

10.1 Pilot+ control system / Omni+ Errors

The normal screen for the connected input device and Omni+ operating mode will
be displayed, but the battery barograph will flash rapidly. The number of flashing
bars will give an indication of the error type and by using the Pilot+ control system
technical documentation diagnosis can be performed.

If seven bars are flashing, it is most likely that the Omni+ module or the communications
cable to the Power Module has a fault. Otherwise, the error is probably elsewhere in
the Pilot+ control system.

10.2 Mode/Stop switch / input device Errors

If the Omni+ Module detects an error in the connections to the Mode/Stop switch or
input device, the screen format below will be displayed.

Lines 3 and 4 of the screen will display Error messages, these are detailed below.

Mode/Stop Switch Not Connected.
The Omni+ Module has detected that the Mode/Stop switch is
not connected. The Mode/Stop switch and all connections to it
should be checked. Alternatively, the Omni+ Module may not
be configured correctly for the type of Mode/Stop switch in use,
refer to section 9.1.2.1.

Input Device Not Connected.
The Omni+ Module has detected that the input device is not
connected. The input device and all connections to it should be
checked. Alternatively, the Omni+ Module may be configured to
look for an input device “detect link” , but the input device may
not  have such a link. Refer to section 9.1.2.3 for more details.

Input Device Operated at Power-up.
The input device is giving a drive signal when the Omni+
Module is switched on. Check the input device is in the neutral
position, or the operation of the input device.

Communications Error.
There is a communications fault between the Omni+ Module
and the Power Module. Check the cable, if the fault persists then

FAULT

message here
message here
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either the Omni+ Module or the Power Module may have a
fault. If a Dual Attendant Module is fitted in the system, this must
also be considered.

10.3 Omni+ Module will not power-up

If  the Omni+ Module appears not to power-up, this may  be due to a problem with
the Mode/Stop switch configuration. Disconnect the Mode/Stop switch and check the
configuration, refer to sections 9.1.2.1 and  9.1.2.2.

10.4 Servicing

All repairs and servicing must be carried out by authorized service personnel. Opening
or making any unauthorized adjustments or modifications to the control system or its
components will invalidate any warranty and may result in hazards to yourself or other
people, and is strictly forbidden.

PGDT accept no liability for losses of any kind arising from
unauthorized opening, adjustment or modifications to the
Omni+ module control system.

If the control system is damaged in any way, or if internal
damage may have occurred through impact or dropping,
have the product checked by qualified personnel before
operating. PGDT accepts no liability for losses of any kind
arising from failure to comply with this condition.

10.5 Warranty

The Omni+ module is covered by a warranty period defined by the wheelchair
manufacturer. For details of the warranty period, please contact your service agent.

The warranty will be void if the Omni+ module has:

• Not been used in accordance with the Omni+ Technical Manual, SK75002.

• Been subject to misuse or abuse.

• Been modified or repaired by non-authorized persons.

The warranty will be void if the Omni+ module has not been
used in accordance with Omni+ Technical Manual SK75002,
the Omni+ module has been subject to misuse or abuse, or
if the Omni+ module has been modified or repaired by
unauthorized persons.
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11 Languages
To accommodate various European languages there are three Omni+ products.
These are all functionally identical, but each product includes the language options
as detailed below.

Part No. D49850 Description: Omni+ Northern Europe

Languages: English, German, French, Dutch

Part No. D49968 Description: Omni+ Scandinavia

Languages: English, Danish, Swedish/Norwegian, Finnish

Part No. D49969 Description: Omni+ Southern Europe

Languages: English, Italian

11.1 Language Selection

To change between languages, switch the Omni+ Module on while depressing the
Select button. After the normal power-up message, the screen will appear as below.

Depress the Mode button until Language is highlighted then depress the Select button.
The screen as below will appear.

Joystick Calibr'n
Sip-Puff Calibr'n
Language
Exit

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Language
English
Exit

To view the other available language options depress the Select button while English
is highlighted. To select the displayed language, depress the Mode button so that
“Exit” line is highlighted, then depress the Select button. The new language will now be
active.
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CHAPTER 2

OPERATION
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1 Introduction
This chapter should be read and understood by the healthcare professional who is
installing and configuring the Omni+ Module. The operation of the module, in
conjunction with the relevant input device, must also be understood by the wheelchair
user. It is the responsibility of the healthcare professional who is installing the Omni+
Module to ensure this happens. PG Drives Technology accept no liability for any losses
arising from incorrect installation and set-up and use of the module by uninformed
users. The Pilot +,  wheelchair and input device operating guides must also be read
and understood. The latter two guides are particularly important in order to identify
and understand the exact operation of the input device and the Mode/Stop switch.

The Omni+ Module and Pilot+ control system incorporate state-of-the-art electronics,
the result of many years of research, to provide you with ease of use and a very high
level of safety. In common with other electronic equipment, correct handling and
operation of the unit will ensure maximum reliability.

How to operate the Omni+ Module depends on the type of input device being used.
Each input device type is covered in sections 6 to 11,  you therefore need only read
the applicable section. Sections  4 and 5 cover the Omni+ Module operation which
is common to all input device types.
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2 General
Please read these sections carefully – they will help keep your wheelchair safe and
reliable.

2.1 Handling

Avoid knocking your Omni+ Module and the input device. Be careful not to strike
obstacles with the control system when you drive. Never drop the control system.

When transporting your wheelchair, make sure that the control system is well protected.
Avoid damage to cables.

2.2 Operating Conditions

Your control system uses industrial-grade components throughout, ensuring reliable
operation in a wide range of conditions. However, you will improve the reliability of the
control system if you keep exposure to extreme conditions to a minimum.

Do not expose your control system or its components to damp for prolonged periods.
If the control system becomes contaminated with food or drink clean it off as soon as
possible.

2.3 Cleaning

Clean the control system and the input device with a cloth dampened with diluted
detergent. Be careful when cleaning the input device.

Never use abrasive or spirit-based cleaners.

2.4 Battery Charging

All Omni+ modules have a battery charging socket mounted on their rear face for
connection to an off-board charger.

The maximum permissible charging current is 12A rms. Only chargers fitted with Neutrik
NC3MX plugs should be connected into the VSI control system. The pin connections
of the socket are as below.

To prevent the wheelchair from driving while the charger is connected, pin 3 must be
linked to pin 2 inside the charger’s plug.

Do not exceed the maximum charging current of 12 A rms.
Always use an off-board charger fitted with a Neutrik NC3MX
plug. Failure to observe these conditions could result in poor
contact resistance in the charger connector resulting in
overheating of the charger plugs. This presents a potential

Pin

1
2

Battery Positve

Battery Negative

3 Inhibit

Connection
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3 Controls
Refer to the diagram in Chapter 1 section 1 to identify the controls on the Omni+
Module. Each of the controls is explained below.

3.1 LCD Screen

This is an illuminated Liquid Crystal display (LCD) screen which displays Omni+ module
operating information. Details of the actual screens are given in the relevant sections.

If the Omni+ Module is not operated for 3 minutes, the screen’s backlight will extinguish.
Any subsequent operation will re-illuminate the backlight.

3.2 On/Off Button

The On/Off button applies power to the control system electronics, which in turn supply
power to the wheelchair ’s motors. Do not use the On/Off button to stop the wheelchair
unless there is an emergency. (If you do, you may shorten the life of the wheelchair
drive components).

In addition to the On/Off button on the Omni+ Module, there may be an On/Off switch
fitted elsewhere on the wheelchair and connected to the Omni+ Module via the
connector panel, refer to Chapter 1 section 1. The function of this switch is identical to
the On/Off button on the front panel.

burn hazard for the user. PGDT accepts no liability for losses
of any kind arising from failure to comply with this condition.

Ensure that the charger plug  pins are of the correct polarity
to be compatible with the pin polarity shown on the control
system’s specific data sheet. Failure to observe this condition
could result in a burn hazard or fire hazard. PGDT accepts
no liability for losses of any kind arising from failure to
comply with this condition.

Do not disconnect batteries or open-circuit the circuit breaker
while charging is in progress. Failure to observe this condition
could result in a burns hazard or fire hazard. PGDT accepts
no liability for losses of any kind arising from failure to
comply with this condition.
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4 General Operation
Operation of the wheelchair follows the same general sequence regardless of the
input device in use. The detailed operation with each input device is covered in the
following sections, however, this section outlines the general operating sequence of
the Omni+ Module for the various wheelchair functions.

Depending on the specification of the wheelchair to which the Omni+ Module is fitted,
there will be between two and six operating modes:

• Drive

• Speed Adjust

• Actuators

• Lights

• ACM1

• ACM2

To access these modes a combination of Mode/Stop switch and input device
operation is required. The following diagram gives an overview of the mode structure.

3.3 Security Key

The security key can be used to lock the wheelchair to prevent unauthorized use. To
lock the wheelchair it must be switched on, the key should then be inserted into and
withdrawn from the battery charging socket, the wheelchair will now be locked.

To unlock the wheelchair, firstly switch it on. The screen will display ‘This Unit Is Locked’.....
The key should now be inserted into and withdrawn from the battery charging socket,
the wheelchair can now be driven.

3.4 Mode Button

This button is used to configure the Omni+ Module, refer to Chapter 1 section 9.

3.5 Select Button

This button is used to configure the Omni+ Module, refer to Chapter 1 section 9.
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.

OMNI+ MODE MENU STRUCTURE

On/Off

Drive

Mode/
Stop

Mode/
Stop

Input
Device

Speed Adjust
BATTERY
STANDBY 
PROFILE: 3 SPEED 5

ModesACTUATORS 
PROFILES               1 
LIGHTS

BATTERY
STANDBY 
PROFILE 3: SPEED 5

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Drive

Mode/
Stop

BATTERY
STANDBY 
PROFILE 3: SPEED 5

Mode/
Stop

Mode/
Stop

Mode/
Stop

BATTERY
ACTUATORS
BACKREST

Actuators

LIGHTS 
LEFT TURN
RIGHT TURN

off
off
off

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Lights

BATTERY
ACM CH. 1

ACM1

BATTERY
ACM CH.2

ACM2

BATTERY
STANDBY 
PROFILE 3: SPEED 5

Drive
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4.1 Description of modes

DriveDriveDriveDriveDrive Mode uses the input device to control the speed and direction
of movement of the wheelchair.

Speed AdjustSpeed AdjustSpeed AdjustSpeed AdjustSpeed Adjust Mode uses the input device to adjust the maximum speed
setting of the wheelchair.

Modes ScreenModes ScreenModes ScreenModes ScreenModes Screen Will only be present if drive profiles are being used or actuators,
lights or Auxiliary Control Modules (ACM) are fitted to the
wheelchair. Otherwise, operation of the Mode/Stop switch in
Speed Adjust mode will take you directly back to DRIVE     mode.
Alternative drive profiles can be selected from this screen and all
the modes below are entered from this screen.

ActuatorsActuatorsActuatorsActuatorsActuators Will only be accessible if seat position adjustment actuators are
connected to the Pilot+ Actuator & Lighting Module (ALM). This is
automatically detected by the control system. If actuators are
connected, the input device is used to select and move the
various seat adjustments.

L ightsL ightsL ightsL ightsL ights Will only be accessible if a suitable Pilot+ ALM is fitted to the
wheelchair. This is automatically detected by the control system.
If such an ALM is present, the input device is used to switch the
lights, turn indicators and hazard warning lamps.

AAAAACM1CM1CM1CM1CM1 Will only be accessible if an Auxiliary Control Module (ACM) is
connected and the Omni+ Module is configured accordingly,
refer to Chapter 1 section 9.1.2.6. If these criteria are met, the
input device is used to switch the outputs of ACM channel 1. An
ACM can be used to interface to devices outside the
wheelchair’s control system, such as environmental controls or
PCs.

AAAAACM2CM2CM2CM2CM2 Will only be accessible if an Auxiliary Control Module (ACM) is
connected and the Omni+ Module is configured accordingly,
refer to Chapter 1 section 9.1.2.6. If these criteria are met, the
input device is used to switch the outputs of ACM channel 2. An
ACM can be used to interface to devices outside the
wheelchair’s control system, such as environmental controls or
PCs.
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5 Latched Operation
Wheelchair drive can be controlled in a momentary, step latched or cruise latched
manner. Similarly, actuator movement can be controlled in a momentary or latched
manner. See chapter 1 section 9.1.3 for exact details of how to configure the Omni+
Module for these options. Each method is described in detail in the relevant input
device operating section, but a brief overview is given below.

Not all Pilot+ Power Modules will support latched operation.
For details of Power Module compatibility please contact PG
Drives Technology.

If you are attempting latched driving for the first time ensure
there is sufficient space around the wheelchair. PG Drives
Technology also recommend that the time-out facility is used,
refer to section 5.5. PG Drives Technology accept no
responsibility for any losses resulting from the time-out
function not being used or being set to a value which is too
high.

5.1 Momentary

The conventional method of drive and actuator control, i.e. the drive or actuator
movement only occurs if the input device is being operated. As soon as the input
device is released the movement stops.

5.2 Step latch drive control

A short input device operation will start the wheelchair driving at 20% of the maximum
speed setting and the drive will continue after the input device is released. Successive
short operations of the input device will either step up or step down the speed by 20%
of the maximum speed setting. The Omni+ Module can be configured to provide
this function in the forward direction only or in forwards and reverse.

5.3 Cruise latch drive control

The wheelchair will accelerate for as long as the input device is operated. When the
input device is released the wheelchair will continue to drive at that particular speed.
If  the input device is operated again, the wheelchair will either accelerate further or
decelerate. The Omni+ Module can be configured to provide this function in the
forward direction only or in forwards and reverse.

5.4 Latched actuator control

A short input device operation will start movement of the selected actuator and a
subsequent short input device operation will stop the movement.

5.5 Time-out

As safety feature, to continue latched driving or actuator operation, the input device
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must be operated at frequent intervals. If the input device is not operated frequently
enough, then the wheelchair  will automatically stop. The Omni+ Module can be
configured to give a bleep whenever an input device operation is required.
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6 Operation with Joystick and Mode/Stop Switch
This section details the operation of the Omni+ Module when used with a Joystick and
Mode/Stop switch. For details of installation and connections refer to Chapter 1 section
6.1.

Before reading the remainder of this section, ensure you are familiar with the positions
and operations of the joystick, Mode/Stop switch and the external On/Off switch, if
fitted. It is particularly important that you are familiar with the operation of the Mode/
Stop switch.

6.1 Mode/Stop switch

The function of the Mode/Stop switch is dependent on the operating status of the
Omni+ Module.

If the Omni+ Module is switched on but not driving or operating actuators, a long
operation of the Mode/Stop switch will put the module into a sleep state. The screen
will blank and the input device will not be active. To awake the system, operate the
Mode/Stop switch again.

If the Omni+ Module is switched on but not driving or operating actuators, a short
operation of the Mode/Stop switch will change the operating mode of the Omni+
Module, refer to section 4.

If the Omni+ Module is driving or operating actuators, a short operation of the Mode/
Stop switch stops any wheelchair or seat movement.

6.2 Description of screen

If the Omni+ Module is off or is already switched on but is in sleep mode, switch it on
with either the On/Off button on the front panel or an external on/off switch if connected.
A screen such as below will appear.

1 This area of the screen shows the battery charge. The 10 segment bargraph
represents the charge state of the wheelchair batteries.

If 8 or more segments are filled then the batteries are charged.

If between  4 and 7 segments are filled, then you should charge the batteries
as soon as you can.

If less than 4 bars are filled or the gauge is flashing slowly, then you should
charge the batteries immediately.

In addition to battery charge information, the bargraph shows if the control
system has detected a fault. Refer to Chapter 1 section 10 for details.

Finally, the bargraph can indicate if the control system has “gone to sleep”.

BATTERY
STANDBY
PROFILE 3:              SPEED 5 

CRUISE

1

2
4

5
3
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This happens if the system has not been operated for a period of time and is
indicated by the bargraph flashing once every 2.5 seconds. To re-start,
switch the system off and on again.

This is a system sleep mode rather than the Omni+ sleep
state which is entered via a long operation of the Mode/Stop
switch.

2 This area of the screen shows the operating mode of the Omni+ Module.

3 This area of the screen shows the maximum speed setting of the control system.
If the system is being used with multiple drive profiles then there are 7 speed
levels. If the system is being used with a single drive profile then there are 5
speed levels. For further details on drive profiles refer to Chapter 1 section 8.1.

4 This area of the screen shows the selected drive profile. If the Omni+ Module is
being used with a Pilot+ system which is programmed for a single drive
profile, then this area of the screen will be blank. For further details on drive
profiles refer to Chapter 1 section 8.1.

5 This area of the screen shows which method of latched operation has been
selected. If the operation is momentary the screen area will be blank. refer to
section 5 for further details.

6.3 Driving

The method of driving is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured for
momentary, step latch or cruise latch operation. Each method is described in detail
below.

In any configuration, operating the Mode/Stop switch will
stop the wheelchair from driving.

6.3.1 Momentary

If area 4 of the screen is blank then momentary operation is selected. This means the
joystick will drive the wheelchair in the conventional manner. While the joystick is being
operated, screen area - will read DRIVE.

6.3.2 Step latch

If step latch operation is selected a screen such as below will appear.

A forward deflection of the joystick will start the wheelchair driving at a speed step 1.
This will be indicated by screen area 2 reading DRIVE and the bargraph in screen
area 5.  The wheelchair will continue to drive at this speed even when the joystick is

BATTERY
STANDBY STEP
PROFILE 3:              SPEED 5 
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released. Further forward deflections of the joystick will increase the speed step and
this will be indicated in screen area 5. Joystick left or right movements will steer the
wheelchair in the normal way.

Short reverse deflections of the joystick will step down the speed step and this will
indicated in screen area 5. A longer reverse deflection will stop the wheelchair.

If the Omni+ Module has been configured for step latch in reverse as well as forward,
short reverse deflections will increase the speed step and short forward deflections will
decrease the speed step.

The joystick must be deflected in the relevant direction within the time-out period to
continue driving, refer to section 5.5.

6.3.3 Cruise latch

If cruise latch operation is selected then screen area 5 will read CRUISE.

If the joystick is deflected in the forward direction, the wheelchair will start to drive and
increase speed. If the joystick is released the wheelchair will continue to drive at that
speed.

A reverse joystick deflection of less than half distance will start to slow the wheelchair. If
the joystick is released the wheelchair will continue to drive at that speed.

A reverse joystick deflection of more than half distance will stop the wheelchair.

If the Omni+ Module has been configured for cruise latch in reverse as well as forwards,
a reverse joystick deflection will increase the speed, short forward deflections will
decrease the speed and a full forward deflection will stop the wheelchair.

The joystick must be deflected in the relevant direction within the time-out period to
continue driving, refer to section 5.5.

6.4 Joystick inversion and axes swapping

To suit particular user’s preferences, it is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so
that joystick axes are inverted and/or swapped. Refer to Chapter 1 section 9.1.4 for
further details.

6.5 Speed adjust mode

Speed adjust mode is entered with a short operation of the Mode/Stop switch while
the wheelchair is stopped in drive mode, i.e. when screen area 2 reads STANDBY.
Speed adjust mode is indicated by the word SPEED in screen area 3 flashing.

To adjust the speed setting, deflect the joystick left or right. Left deflections decrease
the setting, right deflections increase it. If the joystick is deflected in the forwards or
reverse direction, drive mode will be re-entered.

It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so that speed adjust mode is bypassed.
This is to allow easier access to actuator mode. In this instance speed the speed
adjust function can be substituted with multiple drive profiles. Refer to Chapter 1 sections
8.1 and 9.1.2.2.

6.6 Modes screen

The modes screen is entered with a short operation of the Mode/Stop switch from
speed adjust mode. Depending on the specification of the wheelchair, a screen such
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as below will appear. If the wheelchair is not fitted with actuators, lights or ACMs, and
the control system is programmed for only a single drive profile, then the modes screen
is not necessary and the Omni+ Module will go directly back to drive mode.

Forward or reverse deflections of the joystick will scroll the screen up and down to
highlight different modes. Left or right deflections of the joystick will enter the highlighted
mode. Each mode is described in the following sections.

Operating the Mode/Stop switch will take you back to drive mode.

6.7 Actuators mode

A screen such as below will appear.

ACTUATORS
PROFILES         1
LIGHTS
ACM CHANNEL 1
ACM CHANNEL 2
DRIVE

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

If the Omni+ Module is not configured for latched actuator operation, screen area
5 will be blank.

Screen area 4 shows the actuator which has been selected for adjustment. Left or
right movements of the joystick will change to the next available actuator and the
appropriate text will appear in screen area 4.

The method of actuator control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is
configured for momentary or latched operation. Each method is described in detail
below.

A forward or reverse joystick deflection when EXIT is displayed in screen area 4 will take
you back to the modes screen.  A short operation of the Mode/Stop switch when the
actuators are stationery will take you back to drive mode.

It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so that the joystick forward/reverse and
left/right functions are swapped, or the forward/reverse function is disabled, refer to
Chapter 1 section 9.1.5.5.

6.7.1 Momentary actuator operation

Forward or reverse joystick deflections will move the selected actuator. The actuator
will only move while the joystick is deflected, releasing the joystick will stop actuator
movement.

6.7.2 Latched actuator operation

A forward or reverse joystick deflection will start actuator movement and the actuator
will continue to move when the joystick is released. To stop actuator movement, deflect

BATTERY
ACTUATORS        LATCHED
BACKREST
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the joystick in any direction.

The joystick must be operated within the time-out period to continue actuator
movement, refer to section 5.5.

6.8 Profiles mode

This is not actually a separate mode as left or right movements of the joystick will not
enter another screen, rather they will just select another profile and change the
displayed number accordingly.

6.9 Lighting mode

A screen such as below will appear.

Forward or reverse deflections of the joystick will scroll the screen up and down to
highlight different functions. A right deflection of the joystick will switch on the highlighted
function and the screen will change accordingly. A left deflection of the joystick will
switch off the highlighted function and the screen will change accordingly.

A left or right joystick deflection when EXIT is highlighted will take you back to the modes
screen. A short operation of the Mode/Stop switch will take you back to drive mode.

6.10 ACM Channel 1 mode

A screen such as below will appear.

LIGHTS
LEFT TURN
TIGHT TURN
HAZARDS
EXIT

off
off
off
off

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

If ACM channel 1 is configured for momentary operation then screen area 5 will be
blank. If ACM channel 1 is configured for communications operation then screen
area 5 will read COMMS.

The method of ACM control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured
for momentary, latched or communications operation. Each method is described in
detail below.

6.10.1 Momentary

A forward joystick deflection will operate the Forward output on ACM channel 1. A
reverse joystick deflection will operate the Reverse output on ACM channel 1. A left
joystick deflection will operate the Left output on ACM channel 1. A right joystick
deflection will operate the Right output on ACM channel 1. No outputs will be operative

BATTERY
ACM CH. 1            LATCHED
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when the joystick is centered.

6.10.2Latched

A forward joystick deflection will operate the Forward output on ACM channel 1, the
output will remain operative when the joystick is released. A subsequent joystick
deflection in any direction will cancel the Forward output.

The same method applies for joystick reverse, left and right deflections.

The joystick must be deflected in the relevant direction within the time-out period to
maintain the ACM output, refer to section 5.5.

6.10.3Comms

This is similar to momentary operation (refer to section 6.10.1), however, diagonal joystick
positions result in two ACM outputs operating.

e.g. if the joystick is deflected in a direction between left and forward, then both the
ACM channel 1 Forward and Left outputs will operate.

6.11 ACM Channel 2 mode

A screen such as below will appear.

If ACM channel 2 is configured for momentary operation then screen area 5 will be
blank. If ACM channel 2 is configured for communications operation then screen
area 5 will read COMMS.

The method of ACM control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured
for momentary, latched or communications operation. Each method is described in
detail below.

6.11.1 Momentary

A forward joystick deflection will operate the Forward output on ACM channel 2. A
reverse joystick deflection will operate the Reverse output on ACM channel 2. A left
joystick deflection will operate the Left output on ACM channel 2. A right joystick
deflection will operate the Right output on ACM channel 2. No outputs will be operative
when the joystick is centered.

6.11.2 Latched

A forward joystick deflection will operate the Forward output on ACM channel 2, the
output will remain operative when the joystick is released. A subsequent joystick
deflection in any direction will cancel the Forward output.

The same method applies for joystick reverse, left and right deflections.

The joystick must be deflected in the relevant direction within the time-out period to
maintain the ACM output, refer to section 5.5.

BATTERY
ACM CH. 2            LATCHED
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6.11.3 Comms

This is similar to momentary operation (refer to section 6.11.1), however, diagonal
joystick positions result in two ACM outputs operating.

Example If the joystick is deflected in a direction between left and
forward, then both the ACM channel 2 Forward and Left outputs
will operate.
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7 Operation with 5 Switch Panel and Mode/Stop
Switch

This section details the operation of the Omni+ Module when used with a 5 switch
panel and Mode/Stop switch. For details of installation and connections refer to
Chapter 1 section 6.2.

Before reading the remainder of this section, ensure you are familiar with the positions
and operations of the 5 switches, Mode/Stop switch and the external On/Off switch, if
fitted. It is particularly important that you are familiar with the operation of the Mode/
Stop switch.

7.1 Mode/Stop switch

The function of the Mode/Stop switch is dependent on the operating status of the
Omni+ Module.

If the Omni+ Module is switched on but not driving or operating actuators, a long
operation of the Mode/Stop switch will put the module into a sleep state. The screen
will blank and the input device will not be active. To awake the system, operate the
Mode/Stop switch again.

If the Omni+ Module is switched on but not driving or operating actuators, a short
operation of the Mode/Stop switch will change the operating mode of the Omni+
Module, refer to section 4.

If the Omni+ Module is driving or operating actuators, a short operation of the Mode/
Stop switch stop any wheelchair or seat movement.

7.2 Description of screen

If the Omni+ Module is off or is already switched on but is in sleep mode, switch it on
with either the On/Off button on the front panel or an external on/off switch if connected.
A screen such as below will appear.

1 This area of the screen shows the battery charge. The 10 segment bargraph
represents the charge state of the wheelchair batteries.

If 8 or more segments are filled then the batteries are charged.

If between  4 and 7 segments are filled, then you should charge the batteries
as soon as you can.

If less than 4 bars are filled or the gauge is flashing slowly, then you should
charge the batteries immediately.

In addition to battery charge information, the bargraph shows if the control
system has detected a fault. Refer to Chapter 1 section 10 for details.

BATTERY
STANDBY
PROFILE 3:              SPEED 5 

CRUISE

1

2
4

5
3
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Finally, the bargraph can indicate if the control system has “gone to sleep”.
This happens if the system has not been operated for a period of time and is
indicated by the bargraph flashing once every 2.5 seconds. To re-start, switch
the system off and on again.

This is a system sleep mode rather than the Omni+ sleep
state which is entered via a long operation of the Mode/Stop
switch.

2 This area of the screen shows the operating mode of the Omni+ Module.

3 This area of the screen shows the maximum speed setting of the control system.
If the system is being used with multiple drive profiles then there are 7 speed
levels. If the system is being used with a single drive profile then there are 5
speed levels. For further details on drive profiles refer to Chapter 1 section 8.1.

4 This area of the screen shows the selected drive profile. If the Omni+ Module is
being used with a Pilot+ system which is programmed for a single drive
profile, then this area of the screen will be blank. For further details on drive
profiles refer to Chapter 1 section 8.1.

5 This area of the screen shows which method of latched operation has been
selected. If the operation is momentary the screen area will be blank. refer to
section 5 for further details.

7.3 Driving

The method of driving is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured for
momentary, step latch or cruise latch operation. Each method is described in detail
below.

In any configuration, operating the Mode/Stop switch will
stop the wheelchair from driving.

7.3.1 Momentary

If area 4 of the screen is blank then momentary operation is selected. Operation of
the 4 direction switches will result in the wheelchair driving in the appropriate direction.
Releasing the switch(es) will stop the wheelchair. While a switch is being operated,
screen area 2 will read DRIVE.

7.3.2 Step latch

If step latch operation is selected a screen such as below will appear.

BATTERY
STANDBY STEP
PROFILE 3:              SPEED 5 

A short depression of the forward switch will start the wheelchair driving at speed step
1. This will be indicated by screen area 2 reading DRIVE and the bargraph in screen
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area 5.  The wheelchair will continue to drive at this speed even when the forward
switch is released. Further short depressions of the forward switch will increase the speed
step and this will be indicated in screen area 5. Depressions of the left or right switches
can be made to steer the wheelchair.

Short depressions of the reverse switch will decrease the speed step and this will be
indicated in screen area 5. A longer depression of the reverse switch will stop the
wheelchair.

If the Omni+ Module has been configured for step latched operation in reverse as
well as forward, short depressions of the reverse switch will increase the speed step
and short depressions of the forward switch will decrease the speed step.

The relevant direction switch must be operated within the time-out period to continue
driving, refer to section 5.5.

7.3.3 Cruise latch

If cruise latch operation is selected then screen area 5 will read CRUISECRUISECRUISECRUISECRUISE.

If the forward switch is held depressed, the wheelchair will start to drive and increase
speed. If the forward switch is released the wheelchair will continue to drive at that
speed.

A short depression of the reverse switch will step down the wheelchair speed. A long
depression of the reverse switch will stop the wheelchair.

If the Omni+ Module has been configured for cruise latch operation in reverse as well
as forwards, depression of the reverse switch will increase the speed, short depressions
of the forward switch will step down the speed and a long depression of the forward
switch will stop the wheelchair.

The relevant direction switch must be operated within the time-out period to continue
driving, refer to section 5.5.

7.4 Switch panel inversion and swapping

To suit particular user’s preferences, it is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so
that switch functions are swapped. Refer to Chapter 1 section 9.1.4 for further details.

7.5 Speed adjust mode

Speed adjust mode is entered with a short operation of the Mode/Stop switch while
the wheelchair is stopped in drive mode, i.e. when screen area 2 reads STANDBY.
Speed adjust mode is indicated by the word SPEED in screen area 3 flashing.

To adjust the speed setting, depress the left or right switches. Left switch depressions
decrease the setting, right switch depressions increase it. If the forward or reverse switch
is depressed, drive mode will be re-entered.

It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so that speed adjust mode is bypassed.
This is to allow easier access to actuator mode. In this instance speed the speed
adjust function can be substituted with multiple drive profiles. Refer to Chapter 1 sections
8.1 and 9.1.2.2.

7.6 Modes screen

The modes screen is entered with a short operation of the Mode/Stop switch from
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speed adjust mode. Depending on the specification of the wheelchair, a screen such
as below will appear. If the wheelchair is not fitted with actuators, lights or ACMs, and
the control system is programmed for only a single drive profile, then the modes screen
is not necessary and the Omni+ Module will go directly back to drive mode.

Depressions of the forward or reverse switches will scroll the screen up and down to
highlight different modes. Depressions of the left or right switches will enter the
highlighted mode. Each mode is described in the following sections.

Operating the Mode/Stop switch will take you back to drive mode.

7.7 Actuators mode

A screen such as below will appear.

If the Omni+ Module is not configured for latched actuator operation, screen area 5
will be blank.

Screen area 4 shows the actuator which has been selected for adjustment. Depressions
of the left or right switches will change to the next available actuator and the
appropriate text will appear in screen area 4.

The method of actuator control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is
configured for momentary or latched operation. Each method is described in detail
below.

A depression of the forward or reverse switches while EXIT is displayed in screen area 4
will take you back to the modes screen.  A short operation of the Mode/Stop switch
when the actuators are stationery will take you back to drive mode.

It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so that the forward/reverse switch and
left/right switch functions are swapped, or the forward /reverse function is disabled,
refer to Chapter  1 section 9.1.4.5.

7.7.1 Momentary actuator operation

Depressions of the forward or reverse switches will move the selected actuator. The
actuator will only move while a switch is depressed, releasing the switch will stop actuator
movement.

7.7.2 Latched actuator operation

A depression of the forward or reverse switches will start actuator movement and the
actuator will continue to move when the switch  is released. To stop actuator movement,

ACTUATORS
PROFILES         1
LIGHTS
ACM CHANNEL 1
ACM CHANNEL 2
DRIVE

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

BATTERY
ACTUATORS        LATCHED
BACKREST
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depress any switch.

The relevant direction switch must be operated within the time-out period to continue
actuator  movement, refer to section 5.5.

7.8 Profiles mode

This is not actually a separate mode as depressions of the left or right switches will not
enter another screen, rather they will just select another profile and change the
displayed number accordingly.

7.9 Lighting mode

A screen such as below will appear.

Depression of the forward or reverse switches will scroll the screen up and down to
highlight different functions. A depression of the right switch will  switch on the highlighted
function and the screen will change accordingly. A depression of  the left switch will
switch off the highlighted function and the screen will change accordingly.

A depression of the left or right switches when EXIT is highlighted will take you back to
the modes screen.  A short operation of the Mode/Stop switch will take you back to
drive mode.

7.10 ACM Channel 1 mode

A screen such as below will appear.

LIGHTS
LEFT TURN
TIGHT TURN
HAZARDS
EXIT

off
off
off
off

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

BATTERY
ACM CH. 1            LATCHED

If ACM channel 1 is configured for momentary operation then screen area 5 will be
blank. If ACM channel 1 is configured for communications operation then screen
area 5 will read COMMS.

The method of ACM control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured
for momentary, latched or communications operation. Each method is described in
detail below.

7.10.1 Momentary

A depression of the forward switch will operate the Forward output on ACM channel 1.
A depression of the reverse switch will operate the Reverse output on ACM channel 1.
A depression of the left switch will operate the Left output on ACM channel 1. A
depression of the right switch will operate the Right output on ACM channel 1. No
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outputs will be operative when the switches are released.

7.10.2Latched

A depression of the forward switch will operate the Forward output on ACM channel 1,
the output will remain operative when the switch is released. A subsequent depression
of any switch will cancel the Forward output.

The same method applies for reverse, left and right switch depressions.

The relevant direction switch must be operated within the time-out period to maintain
the ACM output, refer to section 5.5.

7.10.3Comms

This is similar to momentary operation (refer to section 7.10.1), however, simultaneous
depression of the adjacent switches results in two ACM outputs operating.

e.g. if the forward switch and left switch are depressed simultaneously, then both the
ACM channel 1 Forward and Left outputs will operate.

7.11 ACM Channel 2 mode

A screen such as below will appear.

If ACM channel 2 is configured for momentary operation then screen area 5 will be
blank. If ACM channel 2 is configured for communications operation then screen
area 5 will read COMMS.

The method of ACM control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured
for momentary, latched or communications operation. Each method is described in
detail below.

7.11.1 Momentary

A depression of the forward switch will operate the Forward output on ACM channel 2.
A depression of the reverse switch will operate the Reverse output on ACM channel 2.
A depression of the left switch will operate the Left output on ACM channel 2. A
depression of the right switch will operate the Right output on ACM channel 2. No
outputs will be operative when the switches are released.

7.11.2 Latched

A depression of the forward switch will operate the Forward output on ACM channel 2,
the output will remain operative when the switch is released. A subsequent depression
of any switch will cancel the Forward output.

The same method applies for reverse, left and right switch depressions.

The relevant direction switch must be operated within the time-out period to maintain
the ACM output, refer to section 5.5.

BATTERY
ACM CH. 2            LATCHED
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7.11.3 Comms

This is similar to momentary operation (refer to section 7.11.1), however, simultaneous
depression of the adjacent switches results in two ACM outputs operating.

Example If the forward switch and left switches are depressed
simultaneously, then both the ACM channel 1 Forward and Left
outputs will operate.
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8 Operation with 3-Axis Proportional (joystick)
and Mode/Stop Switch

This section details the operation of the Omni+ Module when used with a 3-axis joystick
and Mode/Stop switch. The term 3-axis joystick refers to a conventional joystick used in
an application where it can only be deflected in the forward, left and  right directions.
The most typical application is a head control system. For details of installation and
connections refer to Chapter 1 section 6.3.

Before reading the remainder of this section, ensure you are familiar with the positions
and operations of the joystick, Mode/Stop switch and the external On/Off switch, if
fitted. It is particularly important that you are familiar with the operation of the Mode/
Stop switch.

8.1 Mode/Stop switch

The function of the Mode/Stop switch is dependent on the operating status of the
Omni+ Module.

If the Omni+ Module is switched on but not driving or operating actuators, a long
operation of the Mode/Stop switch will put the module into a sleep state. The screen
will blank and the input device will not be active. To awake the system, operate the
Mode/Stop switch again.

If the Omni+ Module is switched on and is in drive or actuator mode but not driving or
moving actuators, a short operation of the Mode/Stop switch will swap between forward
and reverse or up and down.

If the Omni+ Module is driving or operating actuators, a short operation of the Mode/
Stop switch stop any wheelchair or seat movement.

If the Omni+ Module is switched on and is in drive or actuator mode but not driving or
moving actuators, a short double operation of the Mode/Stop switch will change the
operating mode of the Omni+ Module, refer to section 4.

8.2 Description of screen

If the Omni+ Module is off or is already switched on but is in sleep mode, switch it on
with either the On/Off button on the front panel or an external on/off switch if connected.
A screen such as below will appear.

1 This area of the screen shows the battery charge. The 10 segment bargraph
represents the charge state of the wheelchair batteries.

If 8 or more segments are filled then the batteries are charged.

If between  4 and 7 segments are filled, then you should charge the batteries
as soon as you can.

BATTERY
STANDBY
PROFILE 3:              SPEED 5
FORWARD

 

CRUISE
1
2
4
6

5
3
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If less than 4 bars are filled or the gauge is flashing slowly, then you should
charge the batteries immediately.

In addition to battery charge information, the bargraph shows if the control
system has detected a fault. Refer to Chapter 1 section 10 for details.

Finally, the bargraph can indicate if the control system has “gone to sleep”.
This happens if the system has not been operated for a period of time and is
indicated by the bargraph flashing once every 2.5 seconds. To re-start, switch
the system off and on again.

This is a system sleep mode rather than the Omni+ sleep
state which is entered via a long operation of the Mode/Stop
switch.

2 This area of the screen shows the operating mode of the Omni+ Module.

3 This area of the screen shows the maximum speed setting of the control system.
If the system is being used with multiple drive profiles then there are 7 speed
levels. If the system is being used with a single drive profile then there are 5
speed levels. For further details on drive profiles refer to Chapter 1 section 8.1.

4 This area of the screen shows the selected drive profile. If the Omni+ Module is
being used with a Pilot+ system which is programmed for a single drive
profile, then this area of the screen will be blank. For further details on drive
profiles refer to Chapter 1 section 8.1.

5 This area of the screen shows which method of latched operation has been
selected. If the operation is momentary the screen area will be blank. refer to
section 5 for further details.

6 This area of the screen shows the selected direction of drive which will result
from a forward deflection of the joystick.

8.3 Driving

The method of driving is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured for
momentary, step latch or cruise latch operation. Each method is described in detail
below.

In any configuration, operating the Mode/Stop switch will
stop the wheelchair from driving.

8.3.1 Momentary

If area 4 of the screen is blank then momentary operation is selected.

If screen area 6 reads FORWARD then a forward deflection of the joystick will drive the
wheelchair forwards – the further the joystick is deflected the faster the speed. Steering
can be made with left or right deflections if the joystick.

A single short operation of the Mode/Stop switch while screen area 2 reads STANDBY
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will change the selected direction of travel and screen area 6 will read REVERSE. A
forward deflection of the joystick will then drive the wheelchair in reverse – the further
the joystick is deflected the faster the speed. Steering can be made with left or right
deflections of the joystick.

While the joystick is being operated, screen area 2 will read DRIVE.

8.3.2 Step latch

If step latch operation is selected a screen such as below will appear.

A deflection of less than half travel of the joystick in the forward direction will start the
wheelchair driving at speed step 1. This will be indicated by screen area 2 reading
DRIVE and the bargraph in screen area 5.  The wheelchair will continue to drive at this
speed even when the joystick is released. Further similar deflections of the joystick will
increase the speed step and this will be indicated in screen area 5. Joystick left or
right movements will steer the wheelchair in the normal way.

Short full deflections of the joystick in the forward direction will step down the speed
step and this will be indicated in screen area 5. A long full deflection will stop the
wheelchair.

If the Omni+ Module is configured for latched operation in reverse as well as forwards,
the previous two paragraphs will apply.

The joystick must be deflected in the relevant direction within the time-out period to
continue driving, refer to section 5.5.

8.3.3 Cruise latch

If cruise latch operation is selected then screen area 5 will read CRUISECRUISECRUISECRUISECRUISE.

If the joystick is deflected by less than half travel in the forward direction, the wheelchair
will start to drive and increase speed. If the joystick is released the wheelchair will
continue to drive at that speed.

A full joystick deflection in the forward direction will start to slow the wheelchair. If the
joystick is released the wheelchair will continue to drive at that speed.

If the Omni+ Module is configured for latched operation in reverse as well as forwards,
the previous two paragraphs will apply.

The joystick must be deflected in the relevant direction within the time-out period to
continue driving, refer to section 5.5.

8.4 Joystick inversion and axes swapping

To suit particular user’s preferences, it is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so
that the joystick left/right axis is inverted. Refer to Chapter 1 section 9.1.4 for further
details.

8.5 Speed adjust mode

Speed adjust mode is entered with a double short operation of the Mode/Stop switch

BATTERY
STANDBY
PROFILE 3:              SPEED 5
FORWARD
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while the wheelchair is stopped in drive mode, i.e. when screen area 2 reads STANDBY.
Speed adjust mode is indicated by the word SPEED in screen area 3 flashing.

To adjust the speed setting, deflect the joystick left or right. Left deflections decrease
the setting, right deflections increase it. If the joystick is deflected in the forwards direction,
drive mode will be re-entered.

It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so that speed adjust mode is bypassed.
This is to allow easier access to actuator mode. In this instance speed the speed
adjust function can be substituted with multiple drive profiles. Refer to Chapter 1 sections
8.1 and 9.1.2.2.

8.6 Modes screen

The modes screen is entered with a double short operation of the Mode/Stop switch
from speed adjust mode. Depending on the specification of the wheelchair, a screen
such as below will appear. If the wheelchair is not fitted with actuators, lights or ACMs,
and the control system is programmed for only a single drive profile, then the modes
screen is not necessary and the Omni+ Module will go directly back to drive mode.

Forward deflections of the joystick will scroll the screen to highlight different modes. Left
or right deflections of the joystick will enter the highlighted mode. Each mode is
described in the following sections.

A short double operation of the Mode/Stop switch will take you back to drive mode.

8.7 Actuators mode

A screen such as below will appear.

If the Omni+ Module is not configured for latched actuator operation, screen area 5
will be blank.

Screen area 4 shows the actuator which has been selected for adjustment. Left or
right movements of the joystick will change to the next available actuator and the
appropriate text will appear in screen area 4.

Screen area 6 shows the selected direction of actuator movement which will result
from a forward deflection of the joystick.

The method of actuator control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is
configured for momentary or latched operation. Each method is described in detail
below.

BATTERY
ACTUATORS
BACKREST
UP

LATCHED

ACTUATORS
PROFILES         1
LIGHTS
ACM CHANNEL 1
ACM CHANNEL 2
DRIVE

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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A forward joystick deflection when EXIT is displayed in screen area ̄  will take you back
to the modes screen.  A short double operation of the Mode/Stop switch when the
actuators are stationery will take you back to drive mode.

It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so that the joystick forward and left/right
functions are swapped, or the forward function is disabled, refer to Chapter 1 section
9.1.5.

8.7.1 Momentary actuator operation

If screen area 6 reads UP then a forward deflection of the joystick will move the selected
actuator upwards.

A single short operation of the Mode/Stop switch while the actuators are stationery will
change the selected direction of actuator movement  and screen area 6 will read
DOWN. A forward deflection of the joystick will then move the selected actuator
downwards.

Releasing the joystick will stop actuator movement.

8.7.2 Latched actuator operation

If screen area 6 reads UP then a forward deflection of the joystick will start to move the
selected actuator upwards, and the movement will continue after the joystick is
released. To stop the actuator movement, deflect the joystick in any direction.

A single short operation of the Mode/Stop switch while the actuators are stationery will
change the selected direction of actuator movement and screen area 6 will read
DOWN. A forward deflection of the joystick will then move the selected actuator
downwards, and the movement will continue after the joystick is released. To stop the
actuator movement, deflect the joystick in any direction.

The joystick must be deflected in the relevant direction within the time-out period to
continue the actuator movement, refer to section 5.5.

8.8 Profiles mode

This is not actually a separate mode as left or right movements of the joystick will not
enter another screen, rather they will just select another profile and change the
displayed number accordingly.

8.9 Lighting mode

A screen such as below will appear.

Forward deflections of the joystick will scroll the screen to highlight different functions. A
right deflection of the joystick will switch on the highlighted function and the screen will
change accordingly. A left deflection of the joystick will switch off the highlighted function
and the screen will change accordingly.

LIGHTS
LEFT TURN
TIGHT TURN
HAZARDS
EXIT

off
off
off
off

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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A left or right joystick deflection when EXITEXITEXITEXITEXIT is highlighted will take you back to the modes
screen.  A short double operation of the Mode/Stop switch will take you back to drive
mode.

8.10 ACM Channel 1 mode

A screen such as below will appear.

If ACM channel 1 is configured for momentary operation then screen area 5 will be
blank. If ACM channel 1 is configured for communications operation then screen
area 5 will read COMMS.

Screen area 6 shows the ACM Channel 1 output that will operate in response to a
joystick forward deflection.

The method of ACM control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured
for momentary, latched or communications operation. Each method is described in
detail below.

8.10.1 Momentary

If screen area 6 reads FORWARD, a forward joystick deflection will operate the Forward
output on ACM channel 1.

A single short operation of the Mode/Stop switch will change the selected output and
screen area 6 will read REVERSE, and a forward joystick deflection will then operate
the Reverse output on ACM channel 1.

A left joystick deflection will operate the Left output on ACM channel 1. A right joystick
deflection will operate the Right output on ACM channel 1.

No outputs will be operative when the joystick is centered.

8.10.2Latched

If screen area 6 reads FORWARD, a forward joystick deflection will operate the Forward
output on ACM channel 1, and the output will remain operative when the joystick is
released. A subsequent joystick deflection in any direction will cancel the Forward
output.

A single short operation of the Mode/Stop switch will change the selected output and
screen area 6 will read REVERSE. A forward joystick deflection will then operate the
Reverse output on ACM channel 1, and the output will remain operative when the
joystick is released. A subsequent joystick deflection in any direction will cancel the
Reverse output.

A left joystick deflection will operate the Left output on ACM channel 1, and the output
will remain operative when the joystick is released. A subsequent joystick deflection in
any direction will cancel the Left output.

A right joystick deflection will operate the Right output on ACM channel 1, and the
output will remain operative when the joystick is released. A subsequent joystick

BATTERY
ACM CH. 1            LATCHED
FORWARD
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deflection in any direction will cancel the Right output.

The joystick must be deflected in the relevant direction within the time-out period to
maintain the ACM output, refer to section 5.5.

8.10.3Comms

This is similar to momentary operation (refer to section 8.10.1), however, diagonal joystick
positions result in two ACM outputs operating. The table below shows the operation of
ACM channel 1 outputs with respect to the joystick position and screen area 6. Screen
area 6 is swapped between Forward and Reverse by a single short operation of the
Mode/Stop switch while the  joystick is centered.

8.11 ACM Channel 2 mode

A screen such as below will appear.

Joystick Position Screen Area 6 Operative Outputs

FORWARD

FORWARD

FORWARD

REVERSE

REVERSE

REVERSE

Forward

Forward and Left

Forward and Right

Forward

Forward and Left

Forward and Right

Forward

Forward and Left

Forward and Right

Reverse

Reverse and Left

Reverse and Right

If ACM channel 2 is configured for momentary operation then screen area 5 will be
blank. If ACM channel 1 is configured for communications operation then screen
area 5 will read COMMS.

Screen area 6 shows the ACM Channel 2 output that will operate in response to a
joystick forward deflection.

The method of ACM control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured
for momentary, latched or communications operation. Each method is described in
detail below.

8.11.1 Momentary

If screen area 6 reads FORWARD, a forward joystick deflection will operate the Forward
output on ACM channel 2.

A single short operation of the Mode/Stop switch will change the selected output and
screen area 6 will read REVERSE, and a forward joystick deflection will then operate
the Reverse output on ACM channel 2.

BATTERY
ACM CH. 2            LATCHED
FORWARD
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A left joystick deflection will operate the Left output on ACM channel 2. A right joystick
deflection will operate the Right output on ACM channel 2.

No outputs will be operative when the joystick is centered.

8.11.2 Latched

If screen area 6 reads FORWARD, a forward joystick deflection will operate the Forward
output on ACM channel 2, and the output will remain operative when the joystick is
released. A subsequent joystick deflection in any direction will cancel the Forward
output.

A single short operation of the Mode/Stop switch will change the selected output and
screen area 6 will read REVERSE. A forward joystick deflection will then operate the
Reverse output on ACM channel 2, and the output will remain operative when the
joystick is released. A subsequent joystick deflection in any direction will cancel the
Reverse output.

A left joystick deflection will operate the Left output on ACM channel 2, and the output
will remain operative when the joystick is released. A subsequent joystick deflection in
any direction will cancel the Left output.

A right joystick deflection will operate the Right output on ACM channel 2, and the
output will remain operative when the joystick is released. A subsequent joystick
deflection in any direction will cancel the Right output.

The joystick must be deflected in the relevant direction within the time-out period to
maintain the ACM output, refer to section 5.5.

8.11.3 Comms

This is similar to momentary operation (refer to section 8.11.1), however, diagonal joystick
positions result in two ACM outputs operating. The table below shows the operation of
ACM channel 2 outputs with respect to the joystick position and screen area 6. Screen
area 6 is swapped between Forward and Reverse by a single short operation of the
Mode/Stop switch while the  joystick is centered.

Joystick Position Screen Area 6 Operative Outputs

FORWARD

FORWARD

FORWARD

REVERSE

REVERSE

REVERSE

Forward

Forward and Left

Forward and Right

Forward

Forward and Left

Forward and Right

Forward

Forward and Left

Forward and Right

Reverse

Reverse and Left

Reverse and Right
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9 Operation with 3-Axis Switch and Mode/Stop
Switch

This section details the operation of the Omni+ Module when used with a 3-axis switch
device and a Mode/Stop switch. The term 3-axis switch joystick refers to a device with
three switches – corresponding to the forward, left and right directions. The most typical
application is a head control system. For details of installation and connections refer
to Chapter 1 section 6.4.

Before reading the remainder of this section, ensure you are familiar with the positions
and operations of the 3 direction switches, Mode/Stop switch and the external On/Off
switch, if fitted. It is particularly important that you are familiar with the operation of the
Mode/Stop switch.

9.1 Mode/Stop switch

The function of the Mode/Stop switch is dependent on the operating status of the
Omni+ Module.

If the Omni+ Module is switched on but not driving or operating actuators, a long
operation of the Mode/Stop switch will put the module into a sleep state. The screen
will blank and the input device will not be active. To awake the system, operate the
Mode/Stop switch again.

If the Omni+ Module is switched on and is in drive or actuator mode but not driving or
moving actuators, a short operation of the Mode/Stop switch will swap between forward
and reverse or up and down.

If the Omni+ Module is driving or operating actuators, a short operation of the Mode/
Stop switch stop any wheelchair or seat movement.

If the Omni+ Module is switched on and is in drive or actuator mode but not driving or
moving actuators, a short double operation of the Mode/Stop switch will change the
operating mode of the Omni+ Module, refer to section 4.

9.2 Description of screen

the Omni+ Module is off or is already switched on but is in sleep mode, switch it on
with either the On/Off button on the front panel or an external on/off switch if connected.
A screen such as below will appear.

BATTERY
STANDBY
PROFILE 3:              SPEED 5
FORWARD

 

CRUISE
1
2
4
6

5
3

1 This area of the screen shows the battery charge. The 10 segment bargraph
represents the charge state of the wheelchair batteries.

If 8 or more segments are filled then the batteries are charged.

If between  4 and 7 segments are filled, then you should charge the batteries
as soon as you can.
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If less than 4 bars are filled or the gauge is flashing slowly, then you should
charge the batteries immediately.

In addition to battery charge information, the bargraph shows if the control
system has detected a fault. Refer to Chapter 1 section 10 for details.

Finally, the bargraph can indicate if the control system has “gone to sleep”.
This happens if the system has not been operated for a period of time and is
indicated by the bargraph flashing once every 2.5 seconds. To re-start, switch
the system off and on again.

This is a system sleep mode rather than the Omni+ sleep
state which is entered via a long operation of the Mode/Stop
switch.

2 This area of the screen shows the operating mode of the Omni+ Module.

3 This area of the screen shows the maximum speed setting of the control system.
If the system is being used with multiple drive profiles then there are 7 speed
levels. If the system is being used with a single drive profile then there are 5
speed levels. For further details on drive profiles refer to Chapter 1 section 8.1.

4 This area of the screen shows the selected drive profile. If the Omni+ Module is
being used with a Pilot+ system which is programmed for a single drive
profile, then this area of the screen will be blank. For further details on drive
profiles refer to Chapter 1 section 8.1.

5 This area of the screen shows which method of latched operation has been
selected. If the operation is momentary the screen area will be blank. refer to
section 5 for further details.

6 This area of the screen shows the selected direction of drive which will result
from a depression of the forward switch.

9.3 Driving

The method of driving is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured for
momentary, step latch or cruise latch operation. Each method is described in detail
below.

In any configuration, operating the Mode/Stop switch will
stop the wheelchair from driving.

9.3.1 Momentary

If area 4 of the screen is blank then momentary operation is selected.

If screen area 6 reads FORWARD then depressing the forward switch will drive the
wheelchair forwards. Steering can be made with depressions of the left or right switches.

A single short operation of the Mode/Stop switch while screen area 2 reads STANDBY
will change the selected direction of travel and screen area 6 will read REVERSE.
Depressing the forward switch will then drive the wheelchair in the reverse direction.
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BATTERY
STANDBY
PROFILE 3:              SPEED 5
FORWARD

 

Steering can be made with depressions of the left or right switches.

While switches are depressed, screen area 2 will read DRIVE.

9.3.2 Step latch

If step latch operation is selected a screen such as below will appear.

A short depression of the forward switch will start the wheelchair driving at speed step
1 in the direction shown in screen area 6.  This will be indicated by screen area 2
reading DRIVE and the bargraph in screen area 5.  The wheelchair will continue to
drive at this speed even when the forward switch is released. Further short depressions
of the forward switch will increase the speed step and this will be indicated in screen
area 5. Depression of the left or right switches can be made to steer the wheelchair.

Slightly longer depressions of the forward switch will decrease the speed step. Look at
the bargraph in screen area 5 to see when the step has come down, then release
the switch. Depressing the forward switch for a longer period will stop the wheelchair.

If the Omni+ Module is configured for latched operation in reverse as well as forwards,
the previous two paragraphs will apply.

The relevant  switch must be operated within the time-out period to continue driving,
refer to section 5.5.

9.3.3 Cruise latch

If cruise latch operation is selected then screen area 5 will read CRUISE.

If the screen area 6 reads FORWARD, depressing the forward switch will start to drive
and increase the wheelchair speed in the forward direction. If the forward switch is
released the wheelchair will continue to drive at that speed. To increase the wheelchair
speed further, depress the forward switch again.

A short depression of the forward switch will swap the text in screen area 6 to REVERSE
and a longer depression of the forward switch will slow the wheelchair. If the forward
switch is released the wheelchair will continue to drive at that speed. To decrease the
wheelchair speed further, depress the forward switch again.

If you wish to increase the wheelchair speed, make a short depression of the forward
switch so that screen area 6 reads FORWARD, then depress the forward switch until
the wheelchair reaches the desired speed.

If the Omni+ Module is configured for cruise latch in reverse drive the same method
applies, but a forward switch depression when REVERSE is displayed in screen area 6
increases speed; whereas a forward switch depression when FORWARD is displayed
in screen area 6 decreases speed

The relevant  switch must be operated within the time-out period to continue driving,
refer to section 5.5.

9.4 Switch swapping

To suit particular user’s preferences, it is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so
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BATTERY
ACTUATORS
BACKREST
UP

LATCHED

ACTUATORS
PROFILES         1
LIGHTS
ACM CHANNEL 1
ACM CHANNEL 2
DRIVE

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

that the left and right switch functions are swapped. Refer to Chapter 1 section 9.1.4
for further details.

9.5 Speed adjust mode

Speed adjust mode is entered with a double short operation of the Mode/Stop switch
while the wheelchair is stopped in drive mode, i.e. when screen area 2 reads STANDBY.
Speed adjust mode is indicated by the word SPEED in screen area 3 flashing.

To adjust the speed setting, depress the left or right switches. Left switch depressions
decrease the setting, right switch depressions increase it. If the forward switch is
depressed, drive mode will be re-entered.

It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so that speed adjust mode is bypassed.
This is to allow easier access to actuator mode. In this instance speed the speed
adjust function can be substituted with multiple drive profiles. Refer to Chapter 1 sections
8.1 and 9.1.2.2.

9.6 Modes screen

The modes screen is entered with a double short operation of the Mode/Stop switch
from speed adjust mode. Depending on the specification of the wheelchair, a screen
such as below will appear. If the wheelchair is not fitted with actuators, lights or ACMs,
and the control system is programmed for only a single drive profile, then the modes
screen is not necessary and the Omni+ Module will go directly back to drive mode.

Depressions of  the forward switch will scroll the screen to highlight different modes. Left
or right switch depressions will enter the highlighted mode. Each mode is described in
the following sections.

A short double operation of the Mode/Stop switch will take you back to drive mode.

9.7 Actuators mode

A screen such as below will appear.

If the Omni+ Module is not configured for latched actuator operation, screen area 5
will be blank.

Screen area 4 shows the actuator which has been selected for adjustment. Left or
right switch depressions will change to the next available actuator and the appropriate
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text will appear in screen area 4.

Screen area 6 shows the selected direction of actuator movement which will result
from a depression of the forward switch.

The method of actuator control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is
configured for momentary or latched operation. Each method is described in detail
below.

A forward switch depression when EXIT is displayed in screen area 4 will take you back
to the modes screen.  A short double operation of the Mode/Stop switch when the
actuators are stationery will take you back to drive mode.

It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so that the forward switch and left/right
switch functions are swapped, or the forward switcg function is disabled, refer to
Chapter 1 section 9.1.5.5.

9.7.1 Momentary actuator operation

If screen area 6 reads UP then a depression of the forward switch will move the selected
actuator upwards.

A single short operation of the Mode/Stop switch while the actuators are stationery will
change the selected direction of actuator movement  and screen area 6 will read
DOWN. A depression of the forward switch will then move the selected actuator
downwards.

Releasing the forward switch will stop actuator movement.

9.7.2 Latched actuator operation

If screen area 6 reads UP then a depression of the forward switch will start to move the
selected actuator upwards, and the movement will continue after the switch is released.
To stop the actuator movement, depress any switch.

A single short operation of the Mode/Stop switch while the actuators are stationery will
change the selected direction of actuator movement and screen area 6 will read
DOWN. A depression of the forward switch will then move the selected actuator
downwards, and the movement will continue after the switch is released. To stop the
actuator movement, depress any switch.

The relevant direction switch must be operated within the time-out period to continue
actuator  movement, refer to section 5.5.

9.8 Profiles mode

This is not actually a separate mode as left or right switch depression will not enter
another screen, rather they will just select another profile and change the displayed
number accordingly.

9.9 Lighting mode

A screen such as below will appear.
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LIGHTS
LEFT TURN
TIGHT TURN
HAZARDS
EXIT

off
off
off
off

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

BATTERY
ACM CH. 1            LATCHED
FORWARD

Depressions of the forward switch will scroll the screen to highlight different functions. A
depression of the right switch will switch on the highlighted function and the screen will
change accordingly. A depression of the left will switch off the highlighted function
and the screen will change accordingly.

A depression of the left or right switch when EXIT is highlighted will take you back to the
modes screen.  A short double operation of the Mode/Stop switch will take you back
to drive mode.

9.10 ACM Channel 1 mode

A screen such as below will appear.

If ACM channel 1 is configured for momentary operation then screen area 5 will be
blank. If ACM channel 1 is configured for communications operation then screen
area 5 will read COMMS.

Screen area 6 shows the ACM Channel 1 output that will operate in response to a
forward switch depression.

The method of ACM control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured
for momentary, latched or communications operation. Each method is described in
detail below.

9.10.1 Momentary

If screen area 6 reads FORWARD, a forward switch depression will operate the Forward
output on ACM channel 1.

A single short operation of the Mode/Stop switch will change the selected output and
screen area 6 will read REVERSE, and a reverse switch depression will then operate
the Reverse output on ACM channel 1.

A left switch depression will operate the Left output on ACM channel 1. A right switch
depression will operate the Right output on ACM channel 1.

No outputs will be operative when the switches are released.

9.10.2Latched

If screen area 6 reads FORWARD, a forward switch depression will operate the Forward
output on ACM channel 1, and the output will remain operative when the switch is
released. Any  subsequent switch depression will cancel the Forward output.
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Switch Depression Screen Area 6 Operative Outputs

FORWARD

FORWARD

FORWARD

REVERSE

REVERSE

REVERSE

Forward

Forward and Left

Forward and Right

Forward

Forward and Left

Forward and Right

Forward

Forward and Left

Forward and Right

Reverse

Reverse and Left

Reverse and Right

A single short operation of the Mode/Stop switch will change the selected output and
screen area 6 will read REVERSE. A forward switch depression will then operate the
Reverse output on ACM channel 1, and the output will remain operative when the
switch is released. Any subsequent switch depression will cancel the Reverse output.

A left switch depression will operate the Left output on ACM channel 1, and the output
will remain operative when the switch is released. Any subsequent switch depression
will cancel the Left output.

A right switch depression will operate the Right output on ACM channel 1, and the
output will remain operative when the switch is released. Any subsequent switch
depression will cancel the Right output.

The relevant direction switch must be operated within the time-out period to maintain
the ACM output, refer to section 5.5.

9.10.3Comms

This is similar to momentary operation (refer to section 9.10.1), however, simultaneous
switch depressions result in two ACM outputs operating. The table below shows the
operation of ACM channel 1 outputs with respect to switch depressions and screen
area 6. Screen area 6 is swapped between Forward and Reverse by a single short
operation of the Mode/Stop switch while the  joystick is centered.

9.11 ACM Channel 2 mode

A screen such as below will appear.

BATTERY
ACM CH. 2            LATCHED
FORWARD

If ACM channel 2 is configured for momentary operation then screen area 5 will be
blank. If ACM channel 2 is configured for communications operation then screen
area 5 will read COMMS.

Screen area 6 shows the ACM Channel 2 output that will operate in response to a
forward switch depression.

The method of ACM control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured
for momentary, latched or communications operation. Each method is described in
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Switch Depression Screen Area 6 Operative Outputs

FORWARD

FORWARD

FORWARD

REVERSE

REVERSE

REVERSE

Forward

Forward and Left

Forward and Right

Forward

Forward and Left

Forward and Right

Forward

Forward and Left

Forward and Right

Reverse

Reverse and Left

Reverse and Right

detail below.

9.11.1 Momentary

If screen area 6 reads FORWARD, a forward switch depression will operate the Forward
output on ACM channel 2.

A single short operation of the Mode/Stop switch will change the selected output and
screen area 6 will read REVERSE, and a reverse switch depression will then operate
the Reverse output on ACM channel 2.

A left switch depression will operate the Left output on ACM channel 2. A right switch
depression will operate the Right output on ACM channel 2.

No outputs will be operative when the switches are released.

9.11.2 Latched

If screen area 6 reads FORWARD, a forward switch depression will operate the Forward
output on ACM channel 2, and the output will remain operative when the switch is
released. Any  subsequent switch depression will cancel the Forward output.

A single short operation of the Mode/Stop switch will change the selected output and
screen area 6 will read REVERSE. A forward switch depression will then operate the
Reverse output on ACM channel 2, and the output will remain operative when the
switch is released. Any subsequent switch depression will cancel the Reverse output.

A left switch depression will operate the Left output on ACM channel 2, and the output
will remain operative when the switch is released. Any subsequent switch depression
will cancel the Left output.

A right switch depression will operate the Right output on ACM channel 2, and the
output will remain operative when the switch is released. Any subsequent switch
depression will cancel the Right output.

The relevant direction switch must be operated within the time-out period to maintain
the ACM output, refer to section 5.5.

9.11.3 Comms

This is similar to momentary operation (refer to section 9.11.1), however, simultaneous
switch depressions result in two ACM outputs operating. The table below shows the
operation of ACM channel 2 outputs with respect to switch depressions and screen
area 6. Screen area 6 is swapped between Forward and Reverse by a single short
operation of the Mode/Stop switch while the joystick is centered.
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10 Operation as Single Switch Scanner
This section details the operation of the Omni+ Module when used with a single switch
scanner type input device. The single switch is the Mode/Stop switch. For details of
installation and connections refer to Chapter 1 section 6.5.

Before reading the remainder of this section, ensure you are familiar with the position
and operation of the single switch.

The scan rate is programmable, refer to Chapter 1 section 6.5.1 for details.

10.1 Drive Mode

If the Omni+ Module is off or is already switched on but is in sleep mode, switch it on
with either the On/Off button on the front panel or an external on/off switch if connected.
A screen such as below will appear.

1 This area of the screen shows the drive scan sequence.

2 This area of the screen shows the battery charge. The 10 segment bargraph
represents the charge state of the wheelchair batteries.

If 8 or more segments are filled then the batteries are charged.

If between  4 and 7 segments are filled, then you should charge the batteries
as soon as you can.

If less than 4 bars are filled or the gauge is flashing slowly, then you should
charge the batteries immediately.

In addition to battery charge information, the bargraph shows if the control
system has detected a fault. Refer to Chapter 1 section 10 for details.

Finally, the bargraph can indicate if the control system has “gone to sleep”.
This happens if the system has not been operated for a period of time and is
indicated by the bargraph flashing once every 2.5 seconds. To re-start, switch
the system off and on again.

This is a system sleep mode rather than the Omni+ sleep
state which is entered via a long operation of the Mode/Stop
switch.

3 This area of the screen shows the selected drive profile. If the Omni+ Module is
being used with a Pilot+ system which is programmed for a single drive
profile, then this area of the screen will be blank. For further details on drive
profiles refer to Chapter 1 section 8.1.

4 This area of the screen shows the maximum speed setting of the control system.

STANDBY
PROFILE 3:
STEPFORWARD

1

2
3
4
5
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If the system is being used with multiple drive profiles then there are 7 speed
levels. If the system is being used with a single drive profile then there are 5
speed levels. For further details on drive profiles refer to Chapter 1 section 8.1.

5 This area of the screen shows if latched operation has been selected. If the
operation is momentary the screen area will be blank. refer to section 5 for
further details.

10.2 Driving

Screen area 1 will scan the options:

FORWARD

RIGHT

REVERSE

LEFT

MENU

The method of driving is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured for
momentary or latched operation. Each method is described in detail below. Note,
because of the nature of scanner control cruise latched operation is not possible.

A short depression of the Mode/Stop switch while MENU is highlighted will enter the
Standby screen, refer to section 10.3. If no command is given for 3 minutes, the
Standby screen will entered automatically.

10.2.1 Momentary

If screen area 5 is blank then momentary operation is selected. Depressing the Mode/
Stop switch will result in the wheelchair driving in the direction displayed in screen area
1.  The wheelchair will continue to drive in that direction for as long as the switch is
depressed.

To drive in a different direction, release the switch, wait for the desired direction to
appear on the screen, then depress the switch.

10.2.2Latched

Under any circumstances, a long depression of the Mode/Stop switch will stop the
wheelchair.

A short depression of the Mode/Stop switch while FORWARD is displayed will start the
wheelchair driving at speed  step 1. This will be indicated by the bargraph in screen
area 5. The wheelchair will continue to drive at this speed even when the switch is
released. Further short depressions of the switch while FORWARD is displayed will
increase the speed step.

Short depressions of the Mode/Stop switch while REVERSE is displayed will decrease
the speed step.

To steer the wheelchair when driving forwards, repeated short depressions of the Mode/
Stop switch while LEFT or RIGHT is displayed will make a turn. Repeated depressions
are necessary because a long depression will stop the wheelchair.
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To ease control of the wheelchair while driving forwards, the scan sequence will change
to:

FORWARD

 RIGHT

REVERSE

LEFT

REVERSE

RIGHT

REVERSE

LEFT

REVERSE

RIGHT

FORWARD

If the Omni+ Module is configured for latched operation in reverse as well as forwards,
short depressions of the Mode/Stop switch while REVERSE is displayed will increase the
speed step. Short depressions of the Mode/Stop switch while FORWARD is displayed
will decrease the speed step. While driving in reverse the scan sequence will be:

REVERSE

RIGHT

FORWARD

LEFT

FORWARD

RIGHT

FORWARD

LEFT

FORWARD

RIGHT

REVERSE

The Mode/Stop switch must be operated within the time-out period to continue driving,
refer to section 5.5.

10.3 Standby screen

This screen is entered by depressing the Mode/Stop switch while MENU is highlighted
in drive mode. The screen will appear as below.
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10.3.1 Sleep

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while this option is highlighted will put the Omni+
Module into a sleep state. The module can be woken by a short depression of the
Mode/Stop switch.

10.3.2. Drive

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while this option is highlighted will enter drive mode,
refer to section 10.1.

10.3.3Speed

Short depressions of the Mode/Stop switch while this option is highlighted will change
the maximum speed setting.

10.3.4Modes

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while this option is highlighted will enter the modes
screen., refer to section 10.4.

10.4 Modes screen

A screen such as below will appear.

Each option will be highlighted in turn at the programmed scan rate.

10.5 Actuators mode

A screen such as below will appear.

ACTUATORS
PROFILES         1
LIGHTS
ACM CHANNEL 1
ACM CHANNEL 2
DRIVE

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

1 This area of the screen shows the battery charge. refer to section 10.1 for  more
details.

BATTERY
ACTUATORS
BACKREST

LATCHED
1
2
3

4

MODES 
SLEEP 
SPEED   5 
DRIVE

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while this option is highlighted will enter the modes
screen., refer to section 10.4.

Each screen option will be highlighted in turn at the programmed scan rate.
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2 This area of the screen shows that the Omni+ Module is in actuator mode.

3 This area of the screen shows the selected actuator for adjustment. Each
available actuator will appear at the programmed scan rate.

4 This area of the screen shows if latched actuator operation has been selected.
If the operation is momentary the screen area will be blank. refer to section 5
for further details.

The method of actuator control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is
configured for momentary or latched operation. Each method is described in detail
below.

10.5.1 Momentary

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch will select the actuator displayed in screen area 3.
The screen such as below will appear.

The bottom line of the screen will display UP, DOWN and EXIT in turn at the programmed
scan rate.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while UP is displayed will move the selected actuator
upwards. Releasing the Mode/Stop switch will stop actuator movement.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while DOWN is displayed will move the selected
actuator downwards. Releasing the Mode/Stop switch will stop actuator movement.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while EXIT is highlighted will re-enter the screen in
section 10.5.

10.5.2Latched

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch will select the actuator displayed in screen area 3.
The screen such as below will appear.

BATTERY
ACTUATORS
BACKREST
UP

LATCHED

The bottom line of the screen will display UP, DOWN and EXIT in turn at the programmed
scan rate.

A short depression of  the Mode/Stop switch while UP is displayed will start to move the
selected actuator upwards, movement will continue when the switch is released. A
subsequent depression of the Mode/Stop switch will stop actuator movement.

A short depression of the Mode/Stop switch while DOWN is displayed will start to move
the selected actuator downwards, movement will continue when the switch is released.
A subsequent depression of the Mode/Stop switch will stop actuator movement.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while EXIT is highlighted will re-enter the screen in

BATTERY
ACTUATORS
BACKREST
UP
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section 10.5.

The Mode/Stop switch must be operated within the time-out period to continue actuator
movement, refer to section 5.5.

10.6 Profiles

Short depressions of the Mode/Stop switch will change the selected drive profile.

10.7 Lighting mode

The screen below will appear.

Each option  will be highlighted in turn at the programmed scan rate. A short depression
of the Mode/Stop switch will toggle the highlighted option.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while EXIT is highlighted will re-enter the modes screen.

10.8 ACM Channel 1 mode

A screen such as below will appear.

LIGHTS
LEFT TURN
TIGHT TURN
HAZARDS
EXIT

off
off
off
off

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

1 This area of the screen shows the battery charge. refer to section 10.1 for more
details.

2 This area of the screen shows that the Omni+ Module is in ACM channel 1
mode.

3 This area of the screen shows if ACM channel 1 latched operation has been
selected. If the operation is momentary the screen area will be blank., if the
Omni+ is configured for communications operation  then the area will read
COMMS. refer to section 5 for further details.

4 This area of the screen shows the selected ACM output for operation. Each
ACM output(s) will appear at the programmed scan rate.

The method of ACM control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured
for  momentary, latched or communications operation. Each method is described in
detail below.

10.8.1 Momentary

Screen area 4 will display:

BATTERY
ACM CH. 1            LATCHED
FORWARD

1
2
4

3
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FORWARD

RIGHT

REVERSE

LEFT

EXIT

in turn at the programmed scan rate.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while one of the four directions  is displayed will
operate the corresponding ACM output. The output will only be operated while the
switch is depressed.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while EXIT is highlighted will take you back to the
modes screen.

10.8.2Latched

Screen area 4 will display:

FORWARD

RIGHT

REVERSE

LEFT

EXIT

in turn at the programmed scan rate.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while one of the four directions  is displayed will
operate the corresponding ACM output. The output will remain operative when the
switch is released. To cancel the output, depress the Mode/Stop switch.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while EXIT is highlighted will take you back to the
modes screen.

The Mode/Stop switch must be operated within the time-out period to maintain the
ACM output, refer to section 5.5.

10.8.3Comms

Screen area 4 will display:

FORWARD

FORWARD/RIGHT

RIGHT

REVERSE/RIGHT

REVERSE

REVERSE/LEFT

LEFT

FORWARD/LEFT
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EXIT

in turn at the programmed scan rate.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while one of the eight direction options is displayed
will operate the corresponding ACM output(s). The output(s) will only be operative while
the switch is depressed.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while EXIT is highlighted will take you back to the
modes screen.

10.9 ACM Channel 2 mode

A screen such as below will appear.

1 This area of the screen shows the battery charge. refer to section 10.1 for more
details.

2 This area of the screen shows that the Omni+ Module is in ACM channel 2
mode.

3 This area of the screen shows if ACM channel 2 latched operation has been
selected. If the operation is momentary the screen area will be blank., if the
Omni+ is configured for communications operation  then the area will read
COMMS. refer to section 5 for further details.

4 This area of the screen shows the selected ACM output for operation. Each
ACM output(s) will appear at the programmed scan rate.

The method of ACM control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured
for  momentary, latched or communications operation. Each method is described in
detail below.

10.9.1 Momentary

Screen area 4 will display:

FORWARD

RIGHT

REVERSE

LEFT

EXIT

in turn at the programmed scan rate.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while one of the four directions  is displayed will
operate the corresponding ACM output. The output will only be operated while the
switch is depressed.

BATTERY
ACM CH. 2            LATCHED
FORWARD

1
2
4

3
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Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while EXIT is highlighted will take you back to the
modes screen.

10.9.2Latched

Screen area 4 will display:

FORWARD

RIGHT

REVERSE

LEFT

EXIT

in turn at the programmed scan rate.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while one of the four directions  is displayed will
operate the corresponding ACM output. The output will remain operative when the
switch is released. To cancel the output, depress the Mode/Stop switch.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while EXIT is highlighted will take you back to the
modes screen.

The Mode/Stop switch must be operated within the time-out period to maintain the
ACM output, refer to section 5.5.

10.9.3Comms

Screen area 4 will display:

FORWARD

FORWARD/RIGHT

RIGHT

REVERSE/RIGHT

REVERSE

REVERSE/LEFT

LEFT

FORWARD/LEFT

EXIT

in turn at the programmed scan rate.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while one of the eight direction options is displayed
will operate the corresponding ACM output(s). The output(s) will only be operative while
the switch is depressed.

Depressing the Mode/Stop switch while EXIT is highlighted will take you back to the
modes screen.
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11 Operation with Sip and Puff Tube and Mode/
Stop Switch

This section details the operation of the Omni+ Module when used with a Sip and Puff
tube and Mode/Stop switch. For details of installation and connections refer to Chapter
1 section 6.6.

Before reading the remainder of this section, ensure you are familiar with the positions
and operations of the Sip and Puff tube, Mode/Stop switch and the external On/Off
switch, if fitted. It is particularly important that you are familiar with the operation of the
Mode/Stop switch.

It is essential that the Omni+ Module is calibrated to suit the sip and puff capabilities
of the user, refer to Chapter 1 section 6.6.1 for details.

There are four sip and puff commands, each of which relates to a drive direction. The
table below shows the relationships.

Any double soft sip and soft puff combination while the wheelchair is not driving or
operating actuators will change the operating mode of the Omni+ Module.

11.1 Mode/Stop switch

The function of the Mode/Stop switch is dependent on the operating status of the
Omni+ Module.

If the Omni+ Module is switched on but not driving or operating actuators, a long
operation of the Mode/Stop switch will put the module into a sleep state. The screen
will blank and the input device will not be active. To awake the system, operate the
Mode/Stop switch again.

If the Omni+ Module is switched on but not driving or operating actuators, a short
operation of the Mode/Stop switch will change the operating mode of the Omni+
Module, refer to section 4. See also note at end of previous section.

If the Omni+ Module is driving or operating actuators, a short operation of the Mode/
Stop switch stop any wheelchair or seat movement.

11.2 Description of screen

If the Omni+ Module is off or is already switched on but is in sleep mode, switch it on
with either the On/Off button on the front panel or an external on/off switch if connected.
A screen such as below will appear.

Sip & Puff Command Direction

Forward

Reverse

Left

Hard Puff

Hard Sip

Soft Sip

Soft Puff Right
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BATTERY
STANDBY
PROFILE 3:              SPEED 5 

CRUISE

1

2
4

5
3

1 This area of the screen shows the battery charge. The 10 segment bargraph
represents the charge state of the wheelchair batteries.

If 8 or more segments are filled then the batteries are charged.

If between 4 and 7 segments are filled, then you should charge the batteries
as soon as you can.

If less than 4 bars are filled or the gauge is flashing slowly, then you should
charge the batteries immediately.

In addition to battery charge information, the bargraph shows if the control
system has detected a fault. Refer to Chapter 1 section 10 for details.

Finally, the bargraph can indicate if the control system has “gone to sleep”.
This happens if the system has not been operated for a period of time and is
indicated by the bargraph flashing once every 2.5 seconds. To re-start, switch
the system off and on again.

This is a system sleep mode rather than the Omni+ sleep
state which is entered via a long operation of the Mode/Stop
switch.

2 This area of the screen shows the operating mode of the Omni+ Module.

3 This area of the screen shows the maximum speed setting of the control system.
If the system is being used with multiple drive profiles then there are 7 speed
levels. If the system is being used with a single drive profile then there are 5
speed levels. For further details on drive profiles refer to Chapter 1 section 8.1.

4 This area of the screen shows the selected drive profile. If the Omni+ Module is
being used with a Pilot+ system which is programmed for a single drive
profile, then this area of the screen will be blank. For further details on drive
profiles refer to Chapter 1 section 8.1.

5 This area of the screen shows which method of latched operation has been
selected. If the operation is momentary the screen area will be blank. refer to
section 5 for further details.

11.3 Driving

The method of driving is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured for
momentary, step latch or cruise latch operation. Each method is described in detail
below.
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In any configuration, operating the Mode/Stop switch will
stop the wheelchair from driving.

11.3.1 Momentary

If area 4 of the screen is blank then momentary operation is selected. The wheelchair
will drive in response to the commands defined in the table in section 11.0. While any
of these commands are present, screen area 2 will read DRIVE.

11.3.2 Step latch

If step latch operation is selected a screen such as below will appear.

A short hard puff will start the wheelchair driving at a speed step 1. This will be indicated
by screen area 2 reading DRIVE and the bargraph in screen area 5.  The wheelchair
will continue to drive at this speed even when the puff pressure is released. Further
short hard puffs will increase the speed step and this will be indicated in screen area
5. Soft sips and puffs can be made to steer the wheelchair in the normal way.

Short hard sips will step down the speed step and this will indicated in screen area 5.
A longer hard sip will stop the wheelchair.

If the Omni+ Module has been configured for step latch in reverse as well as forward,
short hard sips will increase the speed step and short hard puffs will decrease the
speed step.

The relevant sip or puff command must be made within the time-out period to continue
driving, refer to section 5.5.

11.3.3 Cruise latch

If cruise latch operation is selected then screen area 5 will read CRUISE.

If a hard puff is made and held, the wheelchair will start to drive and increase speed.
When the puff pressure is released the wheelchair will continue to drive at that speed.

A short hard sip will step down the speed. A long hard sip will stop the wheelchair.

If the Omni+ Module has been configured for cruise latch in reverse as well as forwards,
a hard sip will increase the speed, short hard puffs will decrease the speed and a
long hard puff will stop the wheelchair.

The relevant sip or puff command must be made within the time-out period to continue
driving, refer to section 5.5.

11.4 Command inversion and swapping

To suit particular user’s preferences, it is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so
that sip and puff commands are inverted and/or swapped. Refer to Chapter 1 section
9.1.4 for further details.

BATTERY
STANDBY STEP
PROFILE 3:              SPEED 5 
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11.5 Speed adjust mode

Speed adjust mode is entered with a short operation of the Mode/Stop switch while
the wheelchair is stopped in drive mode, i.e. when screen area 2 reads STANDBY.
Alternatively, any double soft sip and puff combination will perform the same function
as the Mode/Stop switch. Speed adjust mode is indicated by the word SPEED in screen
area 3 flashing.

To adjust the speed setting, make soft sips and puffs. Soft sips decrease the setting,
soft puffs increase it. If a hard sip or puff is made, drive mode will be re-entered.

It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so that speed adjust mode is bypassed.
This is to allow easier access to actuator mode. In this instance speed the speed
adjust function can be substituted with multiple drive profiles. See Chapter 1 sections
8.1 and 9.1.2.2.

11.6 Modes screen

The modes screen is entered with a short operation of the Mode/Stop switch from
speed adjust mode. Alternatively, any double soft sip and puff combination will perform
the same function as the Mode/Stop switch. Depending on the specification of the
wheelchair, a screen such as below will appear. If the wheelchair is not fitted with
actuators, lights or ACMs, and the control system is programmed for only a single
drive profile, then the modes screen is not necessary and the Omni+ Module will go
directly back to drive mode.

ACTUATORS
PROFILES         1
LIGHTS
ACM CHANNEL 1
ACM CHANNEL 2
DRIVE

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Hard sips and puffs will scroll the screen up and down to highlight different modes.
Soft sips or puffs will enter the highlighted mode. Each mode is described in the following
sections.

Operating the Mode/Stop switch will take you back to drive mode. Alternatively, any
double soft sip and puff combination will perform the same function as the Mode/
Stop switch.

11.7 Actuators mode

A screen such as below will appear.

If the Omni+ Module is not configured for latched actuator operation, screen area 5
will be blank.

Screen area 4 shows the actuator which has been selected for adjustment. Soft sips

BATTERY
ACTUATORS        LATCHED
BACKREST
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and puffs will change to the next available actuator and the appropriate text will
appear in screen area 4.

The method of actuator control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is
configured for momentary or latched operation. Each method is described in detail
below.

A hard sip or puff when EXIT is displayed in screen area 4 will take you back to the
modes screen.  A short operation of the Mode/Stop switch when the actuators are
stationery will take you back to drive mode. Alternatively, any double soft sip and puff
combination will perform the same function as the Mode/Stop switch.

It is possible to configure the Omni+ Module so that the hard sip/puff and soft sip/puff
functions are swapped, or the hard sip/puff functions are disabled, refer to Chapter 1
section 9.1.5.5.

11.7.1 Momentary actuator operation

Hard sips and puffs will move the selected actuator. The actuator will only move while
the sip or puff pressure is held, releasing the pressure will stop actuator movement.

11.7.2 Latched actuator operation

A hard sip or puff will start actuator movement and the actuator will continue to move
when the pressure is released. Any sip or puff command will  stop actuator movement.

A relevant sip or puff command must be made within the time-out period to continue
actuator movement, refer to section 5.5.

11.8 Profiles mode

This is not actually a separate mode as soft sips and puffs will not enter another screen,
rather they will just select another profile and change the displayed number
accordingly.

11.9 Lighting mode

A screen such as below will appear.

Hard sips or puffs will scroll the screen up and down to highlight different functions. A
soft puff will switch on the highlighted function and the screen will change accordingly.
A soft sip will switch off the highlighted function and the screen will change accordingly.

A soft sip or puff when EXIT is highlighted will take you back to the modes screen. A
short operation of the Mode/Stop switch will take you back to drive mode. Alternatively,
any double soft sip and puff combination will perform the same function as the Mode/
Stop switch.

LIGHTS
LEFT TURN
TIGHT TURN
HAZARDS
EXIT

off
off
off
off

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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11.10 ACM Channel 1 mode

A screen such as below will appear.

If ACM channel 1 is configured for momentary operation then screen area 5 will be
blank. If ACM channel 1 is configured for communications operation then screen
area 5 will read COMMS.

The method of ACM control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured
for momentary, latched or communications operation. Each method is described in
detail below.

11.10.1 Momentary

A hard puff will operate the Forward output on ACM channel 1. A hard sip will operate
the Reverse output on ACM channel 1. A soft sip will operate the Left output on ACM
channel 1. A soft puff will operate the Right output on ACM channel 1. No outputs will
be operative when the sip and puff pressures are released.

11.10.2 Latched

A hard puff will operate the Forward output on ACM channel 1, the output will remain
operative when the pressure is released. Any subsequent sip or puff pressure will cancel
the Forward output.

The same method applies for hard puff, soft sip and soft puff.

A relevant sip or puff command must be made within the time-out period to maintain
the ACM output, refer to section 5.5.

11.10.3 Comms

This method is not applicable to Sip and Puff as simultaneous hard and soft pressures
are not possible.

11.11 ACM Channel 2 mode

A screen such as below will appear.

If ACM channel 2 is configured for momentary operation then screen area 5 will be
blank. If ACM channel 2 is configured for communications operation then screen
area 5 will read COMMS.

The method of ACM control is dependent on whether the Omni+ Module is configured
for momentary, latched or communications operation. Each method is described in
detail below.

BATTERY
ACM CH. 1            LATCHED

BATTERY
ACM CH. 2            LATCHED
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11.11.1 Momentary

A hard puff will operate the Forward output on ACM channel 2. A hard sip will operate
the Reverse output on ACM channel 2. A soft sip will operate the Left output on ACM
channel 2. A soft puff will operate the Right output on ACM channel 2. No outputs will
be operative when the sip and puff pressures are released.

11.11.2 Latched

A hard puff will operate the Forward output on ACM channel 2, the output will remain
operative when the pressure is released. Any subsequent sip or puff pressure will cancel
the Forward output.

The same method applies for hard puff, soft sip and soft puff.

A relevant sip or puff command must be made within the time-out period to maintain
the ACM output, refer to section 5.5.

11.11.3 Comms

This method is not applicable to Sip and Puff as simultaneous hard and soft pressures
are not possible.
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CHAPTER 3

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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The information in this section can be used to design input
devices compatible with the Omni+ Module. The input device
manufacturer must ensure that the input device design is
safe under all conditions, in particular, single component
failures must be detected and the input device put into a
safe condition. PG Drives Technology accept no responsibility
for losses of any kind resulting from an unsuitable input
device design.

1 9-way D Type Pin-out

OMNI+ 9 WAY D-TYPE 

VIEWED FROM BELOW

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9

Pin Analog Function Digital Function

Joystick Speed

Joystick Direction

Joystick Reference

-

Detect

-

Forward

Reverse

Left

1

2

3

4

5

6

Right

Detect

Fifth Switch

12V, 100mA

Joystick Ground

Connected to 7

7

8

9

12V, 100mA

0V

Connected to 7

The pins of the 9-way D type connector will have a different function depending on
whether the Omni+ Module is configured for an analog or a digital type input device.

The mating 9-way D type connector (socket) should always
be fitted with gold contacts and a suitable backshell with
locking screws. These locking screws should be used to
mechanically hold the connector firmly in place.
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2 Analog Signal Levels
The analog inputs are compatible with PS Drives Technology JC200BR3K1Y and
Flightlink I5X1SSG251020 joysticks. Electrical specifications given below.

2.1 Pin 1 - Joystick speed

This is the joystick signal which determines the forward/reverse component of wheelchair
movement. The joystick has a 1.8KΩ resistor in series with the speed output as shown
below. All voltage levels apply to the actual joystick output, i.e. no load values. The
Omni+ Module has an input resistance of 100KΩ to 0V.

For optimum performance, The Omni+ module should be calibrated for individual
joysticks. The voltage swing of 1.2V is a nominal value, actual values of between 1.1V
and 1.3V will be accepted by a calibration sequence.

If the voltage swing with respect to Vpin3 exceeds 3.0V, then the Omni+ Module will
assume a fault condition.

2.2 Pin 2 - Joystick direction

This is the joystick signal which determines the turning component of wheelchair
movement. The joystick has a 1.8KΩ resistor in series with the direction output as shown
below. All voltage levels apply to the actual joystick output, i.e. no load values. The
Omni+ Module has an input resistance of 100KΩ to 0V.

Joystick Output

Neutral: Vpin3 ± 30mV 

Full Forward: Vpin3 ± 1.2 nom. 

Full Reverse: Vpin3 ± 1.2 nom. 

To Omni+

1.8KΩ

For optimum performance, The Omni+ module should be calibrated for individual
joysticks. The voltage swing of 1.2V is a nominal value, actual values of between 1.1V
and 1.3V will be accepted by a calibration sequence.

If the voltage swing with respect to Vpin3 exceeds 3.0V, then the Omni+ Module will
assume a fault condition.

2.3 Pin 3  -  Joystick reference

This is the joystick center point reference. The joystick has a 470Ω resistor in series with

Joystick Output

Neutral: Vpin3 ± 30mV 

Full Forward: Vpin3 ± 1.2 nom. 

Full Reverse: Vpin3 ± 1.2 nom. 

To Omni+

1.8KΩ
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the reference output as shown below. All voltage levels apply to the actual joystick
output, i.e. no load values. The Omni+ Module has an input resistance of 200KΩ to
0V.

2.4 Pin 5 – Detect

This pin should be linked to 0V inside the input device. This link allows the Omni+ Module
to detect if the input device is connected. If the link is not fitted, the Omni+ Module
should be configured to ignore the absence of the link, refer to Chapter 1 section
9.1.2.3.

2.5 Pins 7 and 9 – 12V 100mA

These pins are connected together inside the Omni+ Module and provide a 12V
supply to the joystick. The total combined current capability is 100mA.

2.6 Pin 8 – Joystick ground

A 0V supply for the joystick.

Joystick Output

Reference = ( Vpin7 /2 ) ± ( 0.01 x Vpin7 )

To Omni+

470Ω
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3 Digital Signal Levels

3.1 Pins 1,2,3 and 4 - Direction

Low signal <  0.7V

High signal  > 1.4V

Impedance:  132KΩ to 3V

3.2 Pin 6 – Fifth Switch

Low signal <  0.7V

High signal  > 1.4V

Impedance:  100KΩ to 5V

3.3 Pin 5 – Detect

This pin should be linked to 0V inside the input device. This link allows the Omni+ Module
to detect if the input device is connected. If the link is not fitted, the Omni+ Module
should be configured to ignore the absence of the link, refer to Chapter 1 section
9.1.2.3.

3.4 Pins 7 and 9 – 12V 100mA

These pins are connected together inside the Omni+ Module and provide a 12V
supply to the input device. The total combined current capability is 100mA.

3.5 Pin 8 – 0V

A 0V supply for the input device.
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4 Mode/Stop Switch
This section refers to the 3.5mm/1/8" jack socket on the underside of the Omni+ Module.
See the connections diagram in chapter 1 for more details.

If the Omni+ Module is configured for a normally closed Mode/Stop switch, there
should be a permanent low signal and a high signal will be interpreted as a switch
operation. If the Omni+ Module is configured for a normally open Mode/Stop switch,
the opposite will apply. Refer to Chapter 1 sections 2.8 and 9.1.2.1.

4.1 Signal levels

Low signal <  0.8V

High signal  > 4.0V

Impedance:  10KΩ to 5V

5 On/Off Switch
This section refers to the 3.5mm/1/8" jack socket on the underside of the Omni+ Module.
Refer to the connections diagram in Chapter 1 for more details.

A normally open switch should be connected. A low signal is interpreted as a switch
transition and will switch the Omni+ Module on or off.

5.1 Signal levels

Low signal <  0.8V

High signal  > 4.0V

Impedance:  10KΩ to 5V
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6 Sip and Puff Input
This section refers to the pneumatic inlet on the underside of the Omni+ Module. Refer
to the connections diagram in Chapter 1 for more details.

Approximate pressure levels for full hard sips and puffs are:

Full puff 1PSI or 69mbar

Full sip -1.2PSI or –83mbar
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CHAPTER 4

DEFAULT VALUES
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Parameter 5 Switch 3 Axis
Prop.

Profile

Joystick

1 1 1

3 Axis
Switch

1

Scanner

1

Sip/Puff

1

Speed 1 1 1 1 1 1

Mode/Stop Sw. n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c.

Speed Adjust yes yes yes yes yes yes

Sw. Detect on on on on on on

9-way Detect off off off off off off

Switch Long 1s 1s 1s 1s 1s 1s

Double Click 0.25s 0.25s 0.25s 0.25s 0.25s 0.25s

Sleep 12V on on on on on on

ACM Channels 0 0 0 0 0 0

Time-out off off normal off off off

Drive Latched no no no no no no

Actuators no no no no yes yes

ACM 1 Latched mom. mom. mom. mom. mom. mom.

ACM 2 Latched mom. mom. mom. mom. mom. mom.

Time-out 15s 15s 15s 15s 15s 15s

Fwd/Rev normal normal normal normal normal normal

Left/Right normal normal normal normal normal normal

Swap no no no no no no

Actuators normal normal normal normal normal normal

Mode Change yes yes yes yes yes yes

Time-out yes yes yes yes yes yes

Reverse no no no no no no

Backlight yes yes yes yes yes yes

1 Default Values Table

1.1 How to Read the Table

The table shows the default configuration parameters that are set in the Omni+ during
manufacture. All units dispatched from PG Drives Technology have these settings.

The parameters and settings in bold are automatically set each time a different type
of input device is selected. These values have been chosen to give a sensible starting
point when demonstrating the Omni+ Module or assessing a user.
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1 Introduction
This section summarises all of the very important warnings for use that appear
throughout the text of this manual. Do not install, maintain or operate the Omni+
controller without reading, understanding and observing the following warnings. Failure
to observe these warnings could result in UNSAFE CONDITIONS for the user of a
wheelchair or affect the reliability of the Omni+ controller. PG Drives Technology accepts
no liability for losses of any kind arising from failure to comply with any of the conditions
in the warnings listed below.

The wheelchair manufacturer may wish to use this section
as a check list, to ensure that the risk areas identified below
have been addressed within their own chair designs and
associated documentation.

2 Warnings

2.1 Introduction

Omni+ Module installation and configuration and Pilot+
control system programming should only be conducted by
healthcare professionals with in-depth knowledge of PG Drives
Technology electronics systems and specialty input devices.
Incorrect installation, configuration or programming could
result in an unsafe set-up of the wheelchair for the user. PG
Drives Technology accept no liability for losses of any kind
which result from such conditions. Chapter 1 section 1.

2.2 Assessing the User’s Needs

This should only be conducted by a healthcare professional.
PG Drives Technology accept no liability for losses of any
kind resulting in an incorrect assessment of a user’s abilities.
Chapter 1 section 4.
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2.3 Installing the Omni+ Module

The mating 9-way D type connector (socket) should always
be fitted with gold contacts and a suitable backshell with
locking screws. These locking screws should be used to
mechanically hold the connector firmly in place. Chapter 1
section 5.

2.4 Installing the Input Device onto the wheelchair

PG Drives Technology accept no liability for losses of any
kind resulting from an incorrect installation of an input device.
Chapter 1 section 6.

2.5 Joystick and Mode/Stop switch

The mating 9-way D type connector (socket) should always
be fitted with gold contacts and a suitable backshell with
locking screws. These locking screws should be used to
mechanically hold the connector firmly in place. Chapter 1
section 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 & 6.4.

2.6 Programming the Pilot+ Control System to Suit the User

Programming should only be conducted by healthcare
professionals with in-depth knowledge of PG Drives
Technology electronic control systems. Incorrect
programming could result in an unsafe set-up of a wheelchair
for a user. PG Drives Technology accept no liability for
losses of any kind if the programming of the control system
is altered from the factory pre-set values.

It is the responsibility of the healthcare professional to
ensure these values are comfortable and safe. PG Drives
Technology accept no liability for any losses resulting from
unsuitable values. Chapter 1 section 8.

2.7 Configuring the Omni+ Module to Suit the User

PG Drives Technology accept no liability for any losses arising
from incorrect configuration of the Omni+ Module for a
particular user’s abilities. Chapter 1 section 9.
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2.8 Configuring the Omni+ Module to Suit the User

For a truly fail-safe system a normally closed Mode/Stop
switch is recommended. This ensures that, if the switch
becomes accidentally disconnected the wheelchair will default
to a stopped condition. It is possible to configure the Omni+
Module to function with normally open switch types, see
section 9.1.2.1 for details. PG Drives Technology recommend
that, whenever possible, a normally closed switch should be
used. If a normally open switch is used the responsibility
for that decision lies with the healthcare professional.
Chapter 1 section 9.1.2.1.

2.9 Switch Detect

Because a disconnected Mode/Stop switch means there is
no emergency stop function, PG Drives Technology recommend
this option is always set to on. PG Drives Technology will
accept no liability for any losses resulting from this option
being set to off or limp. Chapter 1 section 9.1.2.3.

2.10 Time-out

PGDT accept no responsibility for any losses resulting from
the time-out function not being used or being set to a value
which is too high. Chapter 1 section 9.1.4.5.

2.11 Servicing

PGDT accept no liability for losses of any kind arising from
unauthorized opening, adjustment or modifications to the
Omni+ module control system.

If the control system is damaged in any way, or if internal
damage may have occurred through impact or dropping,
have the product checked by qualified personnel before
operating. PGDT accepts no liability for losses of any kind
arising from failure to comply with this condition. Chapter 1
section 10.4.
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2.12 Warranty

The warranty will be void if the Omni+ module has not been
used in accordance with Omni+ Technical Manual SK75002,
the Omni+ module has been subject to misuse or abuse, or
if the Omni+ module has been modified or repaired by
unauthorized persons. Chapter 1 section 10.5.

2.13 Battery Charging

Do not exceed the maximum charging current of 12 A rms.
Always use an off-board charger fitted with a Neutrik NC3MX
plug. Failure to observe these conditions could result in poor
contact resistance in the charger connector resulting in
overheating of the charger plugs. This presents a potential
burn hazard for the user. PGDT accepts no liability for losses
of any kind arising from failure to comply with this condition.

Ensure that the charger plug  pins are of the correct polarity
to be compatible with the pin polarity shown on the control
system’s specific data sheet. Failure to observe this condition
could result in a burn hazard or fire hazard. PGDT accepts
no liability for losses of any kind arising from failure to
comply with this condition.

Do not disconnect batteries or open-circuit the circuit breaker
while charging is in progress. Failure to observe this condition
could result in a burns hazard or fire hazard. PGDT accepts
no liability for losses of any kind arising from failure to
comply with this condition. Chapter 2 section 2.4.

2.14 Latched Operation

If you are attempting latched driving for the first time ensure
there is sufficient space around the wheelchair. PG Drives
Technology also recommend that the time-out facility is used,
see section 5.5. Penny and Giles accept no responsibility for
any losses resulting from the time-out function not being
used or being set to a value which is too high. Chapter 2
section 5.
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2.15 Electrical Specification

The information in this section can be used to design input
devices compatible with the Omni+ Module. The input device
manufacturer must ensure that the input device design is
safe under all conditions, in particular, single component
failures must be detected and the input device put into a
safe condition. PG Drives Technology accept no responsibility
for losses of any kind resulting from an unsuitable input
device design. Chapter 3.

2.16 9-way D Type Pin-out

The mating 9-way D type connector (socket) should always
be fitted with gold contacts and a suitable backshell with
locking screws. These locking screws should be used to
mechanically hold the connector firmly in place. Chapter 3
section 1.
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.

3 Warnings taken from Pilot+ technical Manual,
SK74328, relating to Omni+

These are only the most relevant warnings taken from the
above Manual. A full list referring to the complete Pilot+
control system can be found in the above manual and we
recommend that this Pilot+ Technical Manual, SK74328, is
read and understood when a complete Pilot+ system is being
installed on an existing or new wheelchair.

3.1 Driving Technique

The wheelchair user must be capable of driving a wheelchair
safely. PG Drives Technology accepts no liability for losses
of any kind arising from failure to comply with this condition.

3.2 Hazards

The wheelchair user must comply with all wheelchair safety
warnings. PG Drives Technology accepts no liability for losses
of any kind arising from failure to comply with this condition.

3.3 How to Read a TruCharge Battery Gauge

Do not operate the controller if the battery is nearly
discharged. Failure to comply with this condition may leave
the user stranded in an unsafe position, such as in the middle
of a road. PG Drives Technology accepts no liability for losses
of any kind arising from failure to comply with this condition.

3.4 Unexpected Movement

Although the Pilot+ controller system (including Omni+) is
designed to be extremely reliable and each unit is rigorously
tested during manufacture, the possibility of a system
malfunction always exists (however small the probability).
Under some conditions of system malfunction the controller
must (for safety reasons) stop the chair instantaneously. If
there is any possibility of the user falling out of the chair as
a result of a sudden braking action, it is imperative that a
restraining device such as a seat belt is supplied with the
wheelchair and that is in use at all times when the wheelchair
is in motion. PG Drives Technology accepts no liability for
losses of any kind arising from the unexpected stopping of
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the wheelchair, or arising from the improper use of the
wheelchair or controller.

3.5 Hazards

Do not operate the controller if the chair behaves erratically,
or shows abnormal signs of heating, sparks or smoke. Turn
the controller off at once and consult your service agent. PG
Drives Technology accepts no liability for losses of any kind
arising from failure to comply with this condition.

Electronic equipment can be affected by Electro Magnetic
Interference (EMI). Such interference may be generated by
radio stations, TV stations, other radio transmitters and
cellular phones. If the chair exhibits erratic behavior due to
EMI, turn the controller off immediately and consult your
service agent. PG Drives Technology accepts no liability for
losses of any kind arising from failure to comply with this
condition.

It is the responsibility of the chair manufacturer to ensure
that the wheelchair complies with appropriate National and
International EMC legislation. PG Drives Technology accepts
no liability for losses of any kind arising from failure to
comply with this condition.

3.6 Wiring/Connections

The chair manufacturer is responsible for ensuring that only
the mating connectors specified by PG Drives Technology on
the controller’s specific data sheet are used to connect to the
controller. PG Drives Technology accepts no liability for losses
of any kind arising from failure to comply with this condition.

The chair manufacturer is responsible for ensuring that
suitable connectors are used and securely mated throughout
the chair wiring system and that the workmanship associated
with the wiring system is of a good enough quality. Failure
to meet this condition could result in intermittent operation,
sudden stopping or veering, or even create a burn or fire
hazard. PG Drives Technology accepts no liability for losses
of any kind arising from failure to comply with this condition.
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3.7 Charging

Ensure that the charger plug  pins are of the correct polarity
to be compatible with the pin polarity shown on the controller’s
specific data sheet. Failure to observe this condition could
result in a burn hazard or fire hazard. PG Drives Technology
accepts no liability for losses of any kind arising from failure
to comply with this condition.

Do not disconnect batteries or open-circuit the circuit breaker
while charging is in progress. Failure to observe this condition
could result in a burns hazard or fire hazard. PG Drives
Technology accepts no liability for losses of any kind arising
from failure to comply with this condition.

3.8 Battery Charging

Only use the battery charger that has been supplied with
your wheelchair. The use of incorrect chargers could damage
the batteries, wheelchair, controller or charger itself, or may
result in parts overheating creating the potential for burns
or even fire. PG Drives Technology accepts no liability for
losses of any kind if the charger is incompatible with the
controller or any other part of the wheelchair system.

Do not exceed the maximum charging current of 12A rms.
Always use a charger fitted with a Neutrik NC3MX plug, or
a plug that conforms to IEC 61076-2-103. Failure to observe
these conditions could result in poor contact resistance in
the charger connector resulting in overheating of the charger
plugs. This presents a potential burn hazard for the user. PG
Drives Technology accepts no liability for losses of any kind
arising from failure to comply with this condition.

3.9 Charger Interlock

The chair manufacturer is responsible for providing a means
of preventing the use of the wheelchair while the batteries
are being charged. PG Drives Technology accepts no liability
for losses of any kind arising from failure to comply with
this condition.
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3.10 Servicing/Post Design Alterations

PG Drives Technology accepts no liability for losses of any
kind arising from unauthorized opening, adjustments or
modifications to the Pilot controller.

3.11 Accidental Damage

If the controller is damaged in any way, or if internal damage
may have occurred through impact or dropping, have the
product checked by qualified personnel before operating. PG
Drives Technology accepts no liability for losses of any kind
arising from failure to comply with this condition.

3.12 Warranty

The warranty will be void if the Omni+ has not been used in
accordance with Omni+ Operation & Installation Manual
SK75002, the Omni+ has been subject to misuse or abuse,
or if the Omni+ has been modified or repaired by unauthorized
persons.

3.13 Program Settings

PG Drives Technology accepts no liability of any kind if the
drive or stability characteristics of the chair are altered
without prior notification and discussion with PG Drives
Technology.

3.14 Programming

Programming should only be conducted by healthcare
professionals with in-depth knowledge of PG Drives Technology
electronic controllers. Incorrect programming could result in
an unsafe set-up of a wheelchair for a user. PG Drives
Technology accepts no liability for losses of any kind if the
programming of the controller is altered from factory pre-
set values.

3.15 Connection

When the PP1 is connected to the Omni+, the electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) performance of the wheelchair may be
affected. Disconnect the PP1 as soon as programming is
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complete and do not use the PP1 in environments that are
EMC sensitive. PG Drives Technology accepts no liability for
losses of any kind arising from failure to comply with this
condition.
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